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åbrtract
This paper is concerned with the rel.ationship between moral

education and language education. The central premise is that the

need for moral education in the curricuLum makes the need for a

moral component in language education explicit. tawrence

Kohlberg's concept of the Juet CommunÍty School serves as perhaps

the best model upon whích a moral language clagsroom can be

constructed.

This papêr is divided into four main parts.

Part One is a general overview of the ancient Greek philosophy

of moral education. The intent of this section is to show that

moral. concerns $rere at one time central to determintng the form of

currlculum. The ideas of the ancient Greeks act both as the

startfng point for a díscussion of Kohlberg's theorles and as

general background, and are specific to Kohlberg's research and

conceptualisation of the Just Community,

Part Two 1s a biography of Lawrence KohIberg, with a

description of his theory of stages of moral Judgement and some of

the main points of controversy regarding this theory. The

controversy has not been resolved, and by no means is the author of

this paper convinced of the valtdfty of the theory of stages of

moral judgement. But they present both an tntriguing perspective

on the codification of moral behavfour, as well aa the pofnt of

origin for Kohlberg's work in the Just Community.

' Part Tlrree is a description of the appllcatlon of Kohlberg's

theories to education, ín what he termed, "Just Communitlr Schools. "

Two well-documented exanpl.es of these schools are the focus of thts



part, illustrating some of the difficulties encountered, and also

how the perspective of what srere the Just Community School's

objectives could affect the success or failure of such schools.

Part Four ís a general discussíon of ideas for utilising the

Just Commtrnity idea in adult English as a Second Language

educatÍon, These ideas are drawn with Ilttle practical suPport,

and are based upon the premise that immigrants to Canada and the

UnÍted States require a moral component to language instructlon ín

order to maintain the existence of a working democracy, which is

the Just Community writ large.
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Pref,ace

My background is teachlng adult English as a Forelgn Language

(EFL), primarily in the area of Engtish for business or technical

purposes. Neither I nor my colleagrues had much opportunity to

consider the moral Ímplications of what we did, beyond specific

issues related to business ethlcs. For example, ifi teaching

businessmen how to negotiate in English, it was necessary at times

to teach them how to be evasive, or to disgtuise the truth in such

a way that ít woutd fit the patterns of evasion used by Amerícan

businessmen. þle used to call this unit 'Mendacity 301' .

Honesty is an interesting quality. It seems to be far less

sigrrificant than other qualitÍes of character that infLuence how we

treat each other. On the surface, there aPPears to be no reason

why a lack of honesty should directly resul.t in anyone's suffering.

However, if considered carefully, it becomes obvÍous that

honesty is unequivocally crucial to communication, and so to

society. Assume that the telling of lies is the norm. Every time

someone says, "yes, I did, n you cannot be certain if they did or

did not. If someone tells YoU, "today is htednesday, n you cannot be

sure if it is, or if it ls any one of six other days. If ê person

tells you, nI bought a magazine, " in fact tbey may have bqrrowed,

or sold, or stolen it; or it may not have been a magazine, but

lnstead a hamster, a paCket of soup mix, or a paír of shOes; it may

not have been them, but rather their sister, ot a stranger, or ä

Iong dead ancestor. The whole lnterpersonal function of language

becomes meaningless if honesty is not taken for granted (This Ís
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not a new idea. Swift also comments on this in one of GullÍver's

Travels ) .

There is a kind of sophomoric parlour game aspect to this,

fmagining the way our society would be if certain values did not

exist. Speculating in thls manner convinces us that certain

characterístics of behaviour are, in fact, relative only to

specific cultures.

However, many elements of morality are rooted ln species

survival . tåJe abhor cruelty and evi I because they, ultimately,

result in the loss Of human life. They diminish us, both

spiritually and as a species. The greater the expanse of evil, the

greater the loss.

These u¡ere idle thoughts I had whÍIe first workÍng on a Paper

on Lawrence Kohlberg for a courae in curriculum, I was completely

unfamiliar with Kohlberg, and if I'd had a choice of topics, moraL

education in the curriculum would have been my last selection for

a term paper.

My initial reaction when encountering Kohlberg's work was a

kind of anthropocentric indignation. I was incensed that someone

could actually have been allowed to abuse the scientific research

paradigm so far as to attempt to quantify human morality. I felt

there was something vaguely medieval about thls, simllar to those

catalogue books that listed the varieties of demons who exist in

each circle of Hetl, the number of precÍous stones possessed by

Prester John, the antidotes to the salamanderrs poison.

At the same time, I felt that to attack Kohlbergrs work ofl
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these lines was to look too much at the form and not at the

substance. In one sense, phenomenology is a kind of vanity, A

belief that we are more complex than we can know. It is this

vanity that causes us to assume that human behaviour cannot be

analyzed through objective criteria.
plato wrote his dialogues with the intent to reveal the

parameters and potentials of two questions, how should $re líve?

And, knowing that, how can we live? Lawrence Kohlberg was very

much a member of that philosophic tradition. Thinking this, I came

to appreciate the effort he had undergone to create such a body of

research in order to support the goal of defining our moral

existence. From reading books on moral eóucation, I confess I

became obsessed with morality, although I still understand very

little. Again and again, I falt back to the basic assumption that

if we cannot address the issue of improvÍng the way hu¡nan beings

act, then all other improvements, technÍcaI, lntellectual,

physical, become meanÍngless.

The connection between language and thought Ís one that

intrigues ttrê, and I have always been interested in writing

something on that relationship. When the idea for this review

paper was auggested to me by Dr. Sheldon Rosenstock, I saw this as

an opportunity to look at a specific aspect of that rel'ationship,

the connection between our moral identity and Iinguistic

competence. Kohlberg, as he is one of the more significant figures

in the f,ietd of moral education, could act as a guide in exploring

that connection. I am grAteful both to Dr. Rosenstock for
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Providingmewiththatinspiration,andforDr.PatMathewsfor
giving his aPProval and suPPort.

I have drawn upon the wrltings of Plato and Aristotle, because

I am quite conservative and believe in the importance of tradition,

and also because they were a strong lnfluence ln shaping Kohlberg's

ideas. I have used sources by, and about, Kohlberg (I have found

no lack of those). Among them I must especially credít the

information provlded by Dr. Andrew Garrod of Þartmouth CoJ.lege.

Dr. Garrod was onê of Kohlberg'e Last doctoral students and was

able to provide me with many iLluminating observations on

Kohlberg's ctraracter and appearance.

I have used the writing of Primo tevi as an anchor, a

connection to the world at its darkest. Levi was a gurvivor of

Auschwitz who in hÍs memoira of that experience made several

penetrating observations on the Links between Ianguage and moral

Ídentity. This link has also been remarked upon by a vast number

of other writers, whom I did not have time to draw uPon more than

in the most cursory Inafiner.

Much of the final part, which attempts to be of a nore

practical nature, 1S still very theoretical. I am not yet a

practitioner of moral education. But I recall the words spoken by

the leader of the slaVe rebellíon in the movÍe "Burn. n 
'¡ It iS

better to know where you arê going, and not know how to get there'

than to know how to go, and not know where. "
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I¡rtroductlon

I understand that they are ordering me to be quiet' but
the word is rrew to me, and since I do not know itsmeaning
and implications, my inguietude increases. The confusion
of lanluagês is a fündamental component of the manner of
living heie: one is surrounded by a perpetual Babel, iñ
whích everyone shouta orderg and threats in languages
never heard before, and woe betfde whoever fails to grasP
the meaning. No one has time here, Do one has patience'
no one llstenS to you; we Latest arrívals instinctiveLy
collect in the corners, against the walls, afraid of
being beaten. (Levi, L960, 9- 44)'

"Rafel mai amech zabi almio
The savage mouth began at once
Such was the sweetest and the
Coutd sing. (Dante, P. 267) -

tdhen you are about to converse with any Person, make this
short speech to yourself: blhat notions has this man

about gðoa and evil? (Marcus Aure1ius, P' L67) '

Satan speaks a meanfnglees l.anguage, a metaphor for the chaos

and calamity of hell. This is an image that has exÍsted as long as

the christian era. It is shared by other cultures: HeII ls a

place of garbled sound that parodies human speech' And in his

harrowing book on AuschwÍtz, Primo Levi refers several times to the

dreamlike incommunicabilÍty within the lager. The compound of

seemingly identical prisoners is actually a terminus for dozens of

ethnic and lingulstic grouPs transported from every country withfn

the Nazi sphere. Each grouP Ís unable to speak to or help the

other; the only communfcatton is in an argot wl¡ose dominant notion

is sarcastfC irorry. nDo you know how one say5 'never' in Camp

elang? 'Morgen früh', tomorrow morning'" (Levi' p' 139)'

It ¡m¡st have been the same in the Gulags '

In a presentation at the University of Manitoba gfven in 1993'

to howl
only psalm he
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C.A. Bowers

proportional

these ideas.

etated that the complexÍty of our fdeas is directly

to the words we know and can therefore us.e tO expreSs

He states this point again in The Promise of Theorv

(1984):

Although there are many factors that influence the
studeni's pattern of thought, what happens in the
language elvironment of the classroom, nonethelê88,
re*ãitã fundamentatty important' The connêctÍon between
language and thought-. . .nreans that educational theorists
and Classroom teachers cannot be excused from
understanding the role that language - pLays in
transmitting the conceptual maps that enables IsicJ
students to participate in a shared social world. (p.
73).

He has made this Point to support the socfology of knowledge'

however the link between our consciousness and the language vte use

to express it is so tightly interwoven that it itself exists as a

root metaphor, entrenched in human exiStence. "l{e do not speak to

ourselveg so much as speak ourselves. üIe provide our self-

consciousnêss with íts only and constantly renewed guarantee of

particular Survival by beaning a current of words inward' "

(Steiner, L971. P. 64).

Languagemaynotbeuniquetoman,andnotallmenhave

language, but both those ideas can only be expressed through

langruage. .ã,s with aII true root metaPhors, the boundary of our

IinguístÍc consciousness is so vast that ft calt contain its own

contradictions.
lfhe ancient Greeks saw a dlrect connectíon between being able

to describe human virtue and directing their lives to achieve it,

almost as if lack .of words would result in the lack of a moral

oríentation to frame them. "l¡Ihen Adam nafnes the anÍmaLs paraded
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before him, the name magfca}ly is the animal and Ptato stilt

believed that the word creates the thing." (Hook, L979. p. 59)'

By the sa¡ne token, wê must be able to describe the evil so

that we can recognize it when we encounter it. By knowing that

something is wrong, and by knowing to SêY, ntbat iS wrong' n I am

able to prove my moral self to the world and create the potential

for moral action. Orwell, who knew more than a tittle about the

manipulatton of thought through language, remarked on nthe

ditficul.ty of practicing a virtue or principLe when one lacks the

very words for expressing it.n (Kilpatrick, L992- p. 119)'

socrates disparaged rhetoric as being a form of shadow

polÍtics, but he believed very strongly in the cutting edges of

words, irì the clarification, or reification of thought through

langruage. Al t thê earl.y socratic dialogues are obsessed with

definltions, and through these definitÍons' we are altowed a window

into the speakers' moral outlooks'

Ih'illarguenotonlythatallteachingismoral,butin
additionitismoralintwodistinctways'First,
teachinginvolvesamoralretationshfpbetweenteacher
and stu?ent that is grounded in the dominant Por'ver
position of the teachei. second, teachtng is moraL fn
thesensethatacurriculumplanselectscertaln
objectives or pieces of content ínsteaÖ of others; this
selective Process either expl.icitLy or implicÍtly
reflects a ðonception of desirable ends. (Tom, 1984, p.
78) .

In the world of ancient Greece and Rome' ê11 education was

directed to the objective of creating a virtuous citizen' ' The

components of that education included music, gymnastics' rhetoric'

and geometfy, but these werê merêly a mode of conveyance for the

teaching of how to be virtuous. The swaying of the body in dance'
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the actions of heroes described in poetry, the baLance of a circle,

all were exemprary moders for the student to imitate' to build

fîoÉt, and to contemplate when in doubt.

In Greece the communities r,úere so emall that it was usually

quite easy to perceive the connectlon between their aims and the

aims of education. Athenian educatÍon was perhaps the most varied,

but varÍed because Athens' own requirementE, ã9 a centre for trade

and the closest ancient Greece ever came to a nulticultural

comnunity, were alSo varied in order to meet both exÍsting and

unpredicted needs. The Athenians focused on trying to maintain the

balance of the two classical. realms of man, the spfritual and the

physical, And it was made very clear, that whatever was done in

ancient Greek schools was done to ensure the individual would

possess virtue.
hte are one step removed from the Greeks in this sense. It has

become a casual thing for us to consider subject areas as ends in

themselves, or as means to ends other than noral ones, for example,

to gain technical skills in order to be a more valuable empLoyee.

Reading about the Greek concern for moral growth and thinkíng about

how we have dissociated from Ít has caused me great introspection.

I am a teacher of a very discrete subject area, (two of the roughly

4,000 Languages ln the world, English and Japanese). In almost

every case, when I teach I am teaching towards discrete ends

restricted by the subject matter itself (such as grammar, or

titeracy, ot language retated to a specific purpose). I cannot

sustain this introspectlon for very long, but while I do, I ask
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myself, if I am not teaching to make myself and my students better
people, then what am I dolng it for? Because the words we use

form laws, make speeches, and indlcate more truthfuLly than any

other way lve know what lies wlthin our hearts, morality and

Ìanguage are intertwined. And because alL education involves

language, the moral dimension of education can never be ignored.

Maklng this point (self-evident to many) is important to me because

I am adamant that my focus on the ESL dimension of moral eduction

does not preclude a more basfc premise: Moral education is central
to aIl educatlon.

hJe are one step removed. lclhen I teach writing business

correspondence, I avoÍd dealing wlth busíness ethÍcs. After alI,
these are the concerns of the businessma¡, not of the teacher. To

put it another wây, these ethics are part of the conmon concept

that businessmen are assumed to share across language frontiers.
Às a language teacher, not a businessman, I am ignorant of their
ethics, As a teacher, I allow myself to relinquish my moral

judgement because I am willing to be mystified by their
professional world. Surrendering in this Íray can bear significant
inpt ications .

EFL Teacher required to design language progranme for
apprentice interrogators. These students require fluent
command of colloquial English fn order to effectively
question, intimldate, and threaten political prisoners,
as weII as academic language with which to study and
receíve training in up-to-date torture techniques.
Candidates should be experfenced in the cornnunicative
approach. (Ashworth, 1985, p. LzO).

Canada is a nation of people who have come from somewhere

else, The demand for ESt instruction for Ímmigrants is increasing
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$rtth the influx of new Canadians. This ESL is more than a discrete

skitt or subject area. It ls perhaps the most criticaL preliminary

to the settlement process, and the fact that it fs undervalued by

the canadian government does not in any way negate the crucial

nature of ESt instruction for new Canadians'

Canada ls a multicultural soclety, but it ís also a slngle

nation with a single culture that encompasseS the others' ldhen we

talk about the 'patChwork quilt' Or the 'mosaic't're are not denylng

the singularity of Canadian culture. Both these metaphors are of

individual entities - a guilt or a pattern of tiles - that are

composed of smaller, discrete units. To descrlbe Canadian culture

only in terms of the distinct subcultures that are joined within is

to commit the same fal,Iacy as the six blind men who examined the

elephant.

The thesis of this paper is as follows: Às moral education is

necessary to alL aspects of education, it Ís therefore necessary to

ESL. The work of Lawrence Kohlberg (L927 L987) in moral

development and his idea of the Just Community SchoOI presents one

avenue for exploring the nature of moral education ln the

classroom. Because this communíty ideal was partially lnspired by

Kohlberg's faith ín democracy as a moral structure, it may be

especially applicable for new Canadians, as one of the most

lmportant aspects of settlement involves their acquiring the

ability to particiPate in the democratic process' There are two

reaaons why the acquisition of this abllity 1s crucial. The first

is to give the new Canadians the skills to work within democracy so
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they can actÍvely respond to problems such êS, fOr example,

discrimination or racism. and also so they will not passively allow

themselves to be herded into a growing underprivileged and

lnarticulate lOwer class. The secOnd reason 1s of a broader

inptication. Democracy requires vigilance, informedness, and

participation in order to work, and not, as it has been doing for

the past fifty years at least, slide into bureaucratic despotism.

To learn to participate with perception and thought in the

principle that stitches the quilt together is of cruciaL importance

for atl Canadians if they wish to maintain their society. It is

therefore crucial to Canadians born in other countries, iust as

immigrants are becoming a more and more slgnificant section of the

population, and just as in the US, they are under-rePresented and

under-active in the political system of the country.
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Part One

The Orlglne of the Just Comu¡¡fty

Íbe Anctent Tradltlon

It is commonly accepted that trlestern intellectual tradition springs

ftom two main sources, one being ancient Greece, primarily Athens,

through the writings of Plato and Àristotle, and the other the

,Kingdom of Israel via the Old Testament.

In writing a paper on the ancient conception of moral

education, it may seem strange to ignore the Jewish tradition, and

focus entirely on that of Greece. There are two reasons for this

decision. One is that a central figure of modern moral education,

ce Kohlberg, although Jewish, strongly expressed his debt to

,:Plato and the Socratic dialogues. One could argue that his Jewfsh

background affected him in a more vlsceral, Iess analytic manner,

t in the formal sense, Kohlberg considered himself to be a

ssor to Socrates.

The second reason is related to the ancient Greelr conception

the afterworld. Although mythical heroes received special'

spensation, for most there vras no arrangenent of Heaven and Hell.

tead, the afterworld was a cold, damp place, the absence of

lour and Iight, Iike a neutral band between two locations,

Íted onLy by wraiths. There fs an epigram of Callimachus

re a man asks of a corpse: nwhat of the underr*orld?n

"Much darkness. tt

"And resurrection?n

I

t'A lie. "



ÍAnd Pluto?"
nA fab1e. "

"We are undone!"

Pluto was the king and judge of the underworld, and his

nonexistence has a terrifying implicatlon, for this negates the

possibility of any form of retribution, judgement, or explanation

after death. This belief had a profound impact on the philosophy

of morality. The point is simple, if there is a judge who assesses

one's life and dispenses according to that assessment, then there

is incentive to act in a way deemed to be morally correct for the

sake of the afterlife, even 1f the rewards (as so often seems to be

the case) are not forthcoming tn this world'

But if the life after death is like an eternity on a cold

street corner in twilight, then the resolve to follow any code of

behaviour that does not guarantee immediate, individual reward is

much more difficult to maintain. Àfter all, what would be the

point? Despite this, ancient Greek society was no more selfish and

corrupt than any other, and I suspect they were far more concerned

with the impact of moral behaviour on their daily lives than we are

today. The Greeks, who had no rel'igious reasons for doing so, hlere

profoundly interested ín vlrtue, what it was, whether it could be

taught, and how, and through what other means it might be acquired'

There Ís a strong Kantian ramificatíon to this. Kant !{as one

of the first modern ïJestern thlnkers to isolate moraLfty as being

beyond the prescriptive dictates of rellgion'

AIl the metaphysical attenrpts to prove the immortality of
the soul havã been motÍvated by the need to all'ow for the
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reward of virtuous deeds performed in ordinary life, he
IKant] argued, but are entlrely unnecessary because only
a morality that can motivate us to perform our duty
without either promise of reward or fear of punishment is
truly virtuous. (Guyer, 1992, p, 8).

Because morality was a concern of daily life, the here and

nol^¡, the Greeks had a strong interest in the teactring of morality.

Educatlon itself was strongly llnked to the survival of the city-
state, because it lr¡as so important for thè preservation of culture
in a period of time when culture was closely lfnked to community

survival.
Sparta and Àthens provide the best-documented descriptions of

ancient Greek educational systems. It would be wrong to argue that
the Spartan $ras more extreme. Both $rere completely oriented to the

presêrvation of their culture, and it is only that Athenian society

more closely resembles our own that we find Sparta more exotic.
Perhaps the real difference was that Sparta had a much clearer
conception of what it felt it needed to survive, i.ê. a strong

army, ar¡d focused all Íts attentions to achleving that goal, while

Àthens, with a more pluralistic society, and certainly a more

pluralistic criterÍa for survival, was Less sure.

The cru:( of Athenian education was to answer the question,
nhow can the cittzens of Athens acquire the indívidual and

political excellences requisite for service in a democratic state?"
(Castle, 1961. p. 42). Chief among these requirements $ras the

habit Òf participation. The AthenÍans r.ùere much more lnvolved in
the day-to-day running of their state than we are (although this
participation excluded rrromen and slaves). Athenian fathers took
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to council debates and law courts'

these events was a childhood game'

education for Athenian youth was dÍvided between

and music' Gf¡rnnastics meant wrestling' which was

develop the body' Even Socrates never rid himsetf of

Imitating the
tr¡eir sons

arguments of

Formal

gymnastics

intended to

the betief that physical beauty corresPonded to spiritual beauty'

Music incluóed BOetry and later, rhetorÍc, and was intended

for the soul and mind' It was widely beLieved that exposure to

fine, moral words and ideas at a young age would result in their

beingassimilatedbythechild'Thiswas'infact'oneofthe
tenetsofsophisteducation.Socrates,inGoqgias,questionsthis
idea. If It were true' hê asks' then why ís it that so many great

fathers trave such terrible sons?

Three PhflosoPhers

HewasPooryetneverchargedadrachmaforhisservlces;
he was ugly to lool< opJi ãnd yet was loved by a beauty-

loving people; he-*ot'"i^tñil"optrb confidence anong the

nobty "rro-inã' 
lowly uorn ão t"*ained always hls unique

self , and stilt remarï= 
-ir'" most revered man in the

historyoftheancient-world.Hewrotenothíng.ÛJhenhe
was not fighting for his city' or s-erving in its offices'
he sat abóut in nthens-;ã'talked' (Castle' L96L' P'

51) ,

Socratesspenttris].ifeinthecomPanyofAthenians,asking
questions.Athistrialheexplainshowthíscametobe.Afriend

andadmlrerofhiswenttotheoracl.eofDetphiandaskednwhether
anyoneiswiserthanl[Socrates].Now,theP]rthiareplíedthatno
one is wiser." (APologY, 2La)

socratesrefusedtoaeceptthisansb'er.Hefelttherewasan
irony,orhiddenmeaningtoit'andsoheresolvedtosearchfor
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the people who seemed or were considered wise, anÔ question them to

Judge thelr wisdom. He first questioned a politician, thinking

that suctr a profession would demand a high leve} of wisdom:

But I left off thinking to myself, uI am wiser than that
man. probably neithef of uJ knows anythlng worthwhile;
buthethinkshedoesanddoesnot,andldonotanddo
not think I do. so it seems at any rate that I am wiser
in this one small respect: I do not think I know what I
do not. n (APologY, 22d) -

This is the colnnon theme of all of socrates' appearances in

the earlier dialogues. Socrates, who nis wise only in knowing that

he does not known (Allen, L984, p. 141), seeks out aûd questions'

He denies possessing any knowLedge, and wants definitions of terms

before anything else. If his companions talk at lengttt' he

pretends he didn't hear or understand what they said' He rarely

answers guestions, and lnfuriatingly demands that his targets

fol}ow the same rules of argument he does, i'ê' simple questions

and short, etraight answers.

He hras A juggernaut interrogator, a prowting rogue devil's

advocate. About half the city loved him, and hatf hated hin' which

ls reflected in the closeness of the ballot that voted him guiLty

of corruptfng the youth. He was, I think, a moral educator in the

most cognftive and indívidual sense, which may explain Kohlberg's

regard for him. He demanded two things from people' The first was

not to take any term or concept at face value' Instead one shouLd

always question the actual meanings Of the words used to manipulate

existence. The second thing was to constantly investigate one's

o$rn motives and desires. nKnowledge is virtue, " he was fond of

saying. He was suspicious of pe¡¡ple who felt they could bear the
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burden of knowledge for others, making others abrogate their

responsibiLity to know. ñtlihen the winds fal1, the saÍlor turns to

oars. ge relies no Longer on any help outside himself. Socratic

philosophy, as we know it from Plato, j.Ê the practice of this so-

called second sailing. n (Benardete, 1989, p. 2).

Menors celebrated question iS, "Can you telL l[ê. Socrates'

whether virtue is taught? Or is it not taught but acquired by

practice? Or is it nêither acquired by practfce nor learnt, but

present Ín men by nature or some other way?" (Meno, 'l0a)

Meno does not ask Socrates because he wants to know the

answer. Rather, he thinks he already knowS, and wants to share

this knowledge. He knows because Gorgias told hin.

Gorgias was a sophist, a member of a very loosely-knit school

of philosophers who focused their efforts on the use of rhetoric.

They hrere not what we would consider to be profound thinkers, Ltt

the sense that they did not build a corPus of philosophy, but they

h,ere extremely practical in their objectives.

They set up schools ln a number of cities, including Athens,

and taught the skills of speech and argument. Their intention was

to develop these skills for the material benefit of their pupils.

This was significant because ancient Greek soclety was so

litigious. And, in ancient Greek law courts, logical argument was

far more important that the provislon of witnesses, because, after

a1l, anyone can lie.

The sophists believed that the common good of the society

could be best achieved by equipping each individual wíth the tools
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to realize his desires, and !.etting ability sort them out.

Socratic inquiry into the essences of things was not only

fruitless, but its frustrations would weaken or¡e's moral resolve.

blhat ís the use in trying to achieve virtue if you could not define

what it was?

In many ways sophist philosophy shares characteristics with

vatues cLarification. Any statement that attempted to define the

good was fLawed by being either incomplete or restrictive. The

sophists, so aware of the ability of wo¡ds to change the apPearance

of reality, perceived that many of our root values could be seen as

relative.
Gorgias expressed this in its most nihilistic terms:

Logos is ambival.ent and cannot reveal truth, but i s
always split into inevitable antitheses- Both the
antitheses are thinkable, though neither can be true.
But that which brings about an acceptance of either
antithesis on any given occasion is Apate or
Deception. . .There are, therefore, no universal, obJective
ethical prescriptions, but the will of the individual can
Iead to a right decision on particular occasions. The
justice of an action such as lying or stealing depends on
tne circumstances, oo whether, for example' one is
dealing wfth friends or enemies. (Beck, L964, pp. I74-
75).

Plato and other commentators note how grateful the Greeks,

particularty sophisticated urban dwell.ers, were for the message of

the sophists. It aLlowed them to relax the constrictions of

prescriptÍve soclaI rules and instead pursue their own individual

benefit. Moral behaviour became that which could be justified as

moral, with the emphasis on the justification. To put ít anotber

wêy, moral behaviour was merely a term for behaviour as it iS, and

did not reflect a higher ideal '
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ürhat does socrates say to Meno? The ans$rer is also famous:

nSo far am I from knowing whether or not it is taught, r don't even

know what it ís at alt-n (Meno,7Lc)'

Afl important socratic technique when discussing terms is to

identify whether they have anything in comrnon, because if they do'

then that aspect ln common would serve better as the argument' In

this wêy, he wonders if justlce and virtue are the same, or one

part of the other. Or Justice and holiness'

For my own part I should say both that justice fs holy
and holinesj iust; and, if yóu let me, I should give the
same arr**ãi oä your behalf too, that justness- is elther
the same thing is holiness or very similar, and above all
that justice -is 1íke holiness and holiness Iike justice'
(Protagoras, 33lb).

In thÍs dtalogue Protagoras asserts that courage is distinct

from other virtues, because it car¡ be found in the absence of

knowledge or Justice. socrates points out this is poppycock.

Courage without knowledge 1s foolhardiness; without justice is

cruelty. þle see the aspects of virtue are inseparable' the martiaL

bound to the compassionate. For Socrates there is no sêr¡se Ín

breaking vfrtue down into components, because they are alÌ common

to each other and exist together'

ThesigmificanceofScrcratesIemphasisondefinftionsisthat

only by knowing what our terms mean can we then realize his Laconic

injunction to "know thyself." Ànd these terms must be undergtooö'

not in terms of metaphors, of rhetoric, but as absOlUtes fo{ each

individual. There can be no virtue without knowledge' This is a

precursor to Plators idea that fnjustice can only be done

involuntarily, as it is the result of ignorance' Socrates says'
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Then of two things, doing injustice and suffering
injustice, we say the greater evil is to do inJustice and
the lesser to suffer it. þIhat then should a man provide
in order to help hímself so that he has both the benefits
of not doing wrong and of not suffering wrong? Is it
po!{er, or wish? I mean this: if a man does not wish to
suffer Ínjustice, will he therefore not suffer it, or
will he rather not suffer it if he procures the Power not
to suffer it? (Gorgias, 509d).

Likewise, he goes on to SâY, we need thls Power íf we are to

keep ourselves from doing inJustíce to others-

hlhen Pl.ato establlshed his schooL. called the Academy, the

scientific stagnation of the Periclean age was already welI

underway. In the previous century there had been great advances in

mathematics, in astronomy, and in medicine. But, Ín part due to

the paradoxes of Zeno, doubts about the validity of the scientific

vÍew of the world Led to the sophists' focus on not the discovery

of truth. but of improving the quality of human llfe. Plato

reacted somewhat differently. "The philosophy of Plato's Academy

bras concerned with the intellectual scrutíny of ideas in separation

from the data of sense experience.n (Howie, L968, p. L2). P}ato

believed that knowledge could only be apprehended through pure

thought, whictr he termed philosophy.

In The Rep-ublic Plato says yes, virtue can be taught, províded

the environment is perfectly controlled. Plato's RepubLic is a

tightly structured autocracy, and one of its paradoxes is that whY,

in its perfectLy ordered and supervised world, would anyone think

that moral education need be such a concern? The evidence, though

nqt the essence, of morality is evinced through decisions, and in

Pl.ato's Republic, no one need ever make them.
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Music was the education of the philosophic part of the soul,

while gymnastics educated the spiritual part. The full education

of. the individual vras to balance these two in order to create the

ídeal harmony. "To satisfy its lthe soul's] cravings with the

right food, to offer true nobility to its admiration and true

beauty to íts love, to keep its perceptions wakeful and clear, to

refine and balanCe its emotlons, these are' in Plato's opinÍon, the

functÍons óf a 'musical' educ¿tion. n (Nettteship, 1935, p. 30).

plato's Republic, a city built from the words of Socrates and

his companions, is a utopia. Therefore, among its greateSt

cgncerns are the maintenance of its obrrl perf ection, i . e. its

existing state. A utopía does not improve, becausê 1t already is

perfect. So the concern for preservation is really a progranme for

avoiding the change that can only mean decay. In thís wâY, the

teaching of moral behaviour is entirely instrumental, the moral

rules laid down by the structure of the city itself, as decreed by

the rulers. This teaching begÍns at an early â9ê, r'The child is to

be bred up ín the belief that beings greater and better than

himseLf have behaved in a certain wôy, and his natural tmpulse to

i¡nitate is thus to be utilised in forming his own character. n

(Nettleship, 1935, p. 34). This is carried through by the use of

exemplary stories.
Plato, trho thought long and hard about the subject of
moral education, believed that children shoul.d be brought
up in such a way that they would fall in love with
virtue. Ànd he thought that stories and histories were
the key to sparking thfs desire. No amount of discussion
or dÍalogue couLd compensate ff that spark was missing.
(Kílpatrick, L992, P. 27).
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He did not approve of the Socratic method for teaching

morality to children. nYoung minds, Líke young puppies, said

Plato, would onl,y 'pul1 and tear at arguments. ' r' (Kilpatrf ck,

L992, p. 89). The Socratic method of discussion would be withheld

untll the children reached adulthood. Much of this concept is the

basis for the modern view of character educatlon.

The city ls ruled by a phiLosopher-king. Plato carried from

Socrates the idea that concepts néeded to be deflned. Because of

the inability to provide adequate definitions, Plato concluded that

there did exÍst ideal representatlons of the good. and what most

humans perceived were the images of these things in other forms.

It was the confuslon over forms that ted one to confuse the

essence. Phitosophy would allow one to perceive the esseñc€¡ but

only a few would have the ability and the energy to practice

phitosophy. They would be responsible for ruling the others, who

would only see the good in the guÍse of its various forms.

Socrates knows two things about the city: it is
necessary for at1 men and cannot make any man happy. It
is the place where the true difference between the
necessary and the good can be dlgcerned, and where the
questlon of man's good and the question of the whole
eoincide. (Benardete, L989, P. 153)

Socrates had argued in earlier dialogues that it was

impossible to be both evil and happy, for doing evil itself lmplled

wretchedness. This Later Socrates is very different, speaking the

words of Plato directty. P1ato felt that the true goal of the city

was to provide a just society, but ensuring this Justice requfred

certain things, such as complete social errgineerlng and control,

which would promote an illusory contentment (we think we are happy
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because we are told so) over the true happiness of self-knowledge.

In Plato's Repubtíc no one is to know anything about the social

strata above them in order that such knowledge does not lead to

jealousy and ambitton. More than that, it mêans that each strata

accepts the moral code that has been laid dow¡t for it by the

phitosopher-king. Thls gives rise to the reconcePtualist argument

against Plato that prescriptive moral Laws are actually the means

of ensuring the dominance of the ruLing class. Plato's RepubLic,

after all, is not a democracy. If the rule of the enlightened

despot ie the best of all governments, this ís only true as long as

the despot remains enlightened.

The Republic is about provÍdlng justice through social

control. Justice determines the moral alignment of the citizens of

the city.
Polemarchus [a character in The Reoublic] apparently does
not see that the mutual relations of friend with friend
and of enemy against enemy cannot be prlor to the issue
of justice: justice itself must determlne the relation
of those who act justly toward one another...Justice is
not a question of character and wÍIl, for it operates
once certain conditíons are fulfilled; lt is designed to
enhance as a means an already existlng situation. It
must be a kind of knowledge. (Benardete, 1989, p. L7\.

hfhile The Requbliq is concerned with a city built of words,

Laws is about real cities. It is probably Plato'e Last work, and

he Lived a long tlme. gocrates does not appear. The central

figure who occupies the Socratic role is referred to only as "The

Athenian", a strange departure to anOnynity. The two works are

connected.

In both these treatises Plato is attempting to sketch a
scheme whereby the Índivídua} may live the fullest life
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in the servÍce of his city. Thus formal educatlon is to
be directed towards the maintenance of the city's best
traditions, while at the Ê¡ame time the city's
institutions are so devised as to make the state itself
one huge educational tnstrument. (Beck, 1964, p. 199).

However the relationship between The Republic and the Laws is

similar to that of theory and practice. "The, Republic teaches

about potitics by exarnining the nature of justice, which appears to

be the goal of political Life, and by showing the fuII realization

of Justice is impossible in politics." (Laws, P' 337). In this

vãy, L+ws goes on to see what is realisable.

Like The Republic, the leading fÍgure of the city holds the

responsibitity, both to know what ls good, and to then organize the

mode to educate it. "Looking at things from a distance produces a

d|zzying obscurity in everyone, so to speak, and especially in

children; but our lawgiver wilt do the opposite to opinlon by

taking away the obscurity, and wilI somehow or other persuade, with

habits and praÍses and arguments, that the iust and unjust things

are shadow-figures. n (Laws, 663b). By shadow figures Plato means

they are oPposite poles, or the inslde and the outside, of a single

thing. The evil man perceives Ínjustice to be good, and so desires

it because all men desire the good but not all men know clearly

what the good is. Because people require this education in what is

good "the main aim of eduCatíon, therefore, is to produce the man

who has achieved the self-mastery that 'leads you always to hate

what you ought to hate, and to love what you ought to love, from

the beginning of life to the end.'n (Castle, L96L, P'85)'

The last of our phitosophers, Arlstotle, is renowned for his
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idea of the'golden mean', the moral good as being a kind of mid-

point running down the centre of a continuum'

That moral virtue is a mean, then, and in what sense it
is so, and that it is a mean between two vices, the one
involving excess, the other deficiency, and that it is
such beóause its character is to aim at what is
intermediate in passions and in actions, has been
sufficiently stated. Hence also it is no easy task to be
good. (Ethica Nichomachea, LL09a).

Aristotle established his school, called the Lyceum, in a

grove wÏrere Socrates, who claimed and established no school, was

said to have l0ved to walk. unlike PIato, Aristotle observed

phenomena not as shadows of more substantial ideals but as ends in

themselves. "Looked at from the viewpoint of the self-

actualization of the Iiving organism, education becomes a process

of assisting what is properly speaking a natural development't'

(Howie, L968. p. 17). Aristotle $ras pragmatic when it came to

education. Again, unlike Plato, who wanted the city to have its

classes and professions closely díctated by some overall pIan,

Aristotle revelled in the variations of types. He enjoyed

cataloguing, something that Plato rarely, if ever did. PIato

wanted to find the elements common to objects of a class, and then

discard the objects. using the class as the determinant. Aristotle

was well aware that objects within a class can have their or¡tn

existence independent of the commonality that links them. He was

a biologíst, a more than casual observer of nature. It is very

possible that what he saw in the natural world led him to see

virtue not as an unattainable abstract, but rather as a pragmatic

reconciliation.
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And so, he ignores the Socratic searching for definitions

before debating methods. "bJe deliberate not about ends but about

means. For a doctor does not deliberate whether he shalI heat, nor

an orator whether he shall persuade, nor a statesman whether he

shall produce law and order, nor does anyone else deliberate about

his end." (Ethica Nichomachea, 11L2b).

Flexibility when it came to the understanding of abstract

ideals, and a willingness to see components acting as discreet

entities allowed Aristotle to analyze and dissect virtue into parts

that were relevant to the world around him, but $Jere perhaps not

relevant to Plato's philosophical realm. "To live well two kinds

of goodness are necessary - goodness of intellect and goodness of

character." (Castle, E. 1961. p. 94). And how are these kinds of

goodness to be instilled in the individual? ', Intellectual virtue

in the main owes its birth and its growth to teaching (for which

reason it requires experience and time), while moral virtue comes

about as a result of habit, " (Ethica Nichomachea, 1'1-03a) '

For many educators today this stiIl remains the most practical

reconciliation to the paradox of teaching independent moral

decision-making to children, Allowing for prescriptive moral

training to be a base, Proper instrumental instruction, i'e'

teaching moratity as a framework of certain taken-for-granted

attitudes and behaviours, can result in an informed participant for

later, more open-ended discussion. Towards the end of his life'

even Kohlberg found himself coming round to this attitude'

accepting that a certain amount of instrumental teaching is
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required in the first stages of moral education'

This teaching of habits was approached pragmatically, and is

expressed in one of Aristotle's most well-known statements: "For

the things we have to learn before we can do them, wê learn by

doing them, e.g. men become builders by building and lyre-players

by playing the lyre; so too we become just by doing just acts,

temperate by doing temperate acts, brave by doing brave acts."

(Ethica Nichomachea, 1103a). There is a certain, earthbound

clarity to this idea. I,rle learn to live by living.

Aristotle wrote Ethica Nichomachea after Socrates and Plato

$rere dead and the sophists had hijacked the intellectual growth of

Greece. The echo of his name can trick one into thinking he lived

at the pinnacle of ancient Greek culture. This is not true. He

was alive when PhiIip of Macedon occupied Athens, effectively

ending the city's independence forever.

Since then we have seen a tremendous growth, both in the size

of cities and the political systems that unite them. The concerns

of the modern world are all tainted with aLienation caused by the

increasing separation of man from man, a natural result of the

greater concentrations of people. In a city of ten thousand, one

could know all one's neighbours, at Ieast, and know them as

individuals. In a city fifty times that size, this becomes

impossible. To cope with this increase in alienation, the emphasis

on moral education became more and more prescriptive, till it

became the simple transmitting of tribal taboos, and was

inseparable from etiquette. The results of this inability to cope
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with the increasing anti-socialisation of the modern world helped

cause the collapse of community and the tremendous excesses of

state-sponsored injustice that have typified the twentieth century.

Long an unfashionable topic, moral education was to undergo a

rebirth in the United States, as the crises of Vietnam, ldatergate,

and the antagonistic split between races and generations of

American citizens awakened a new interest in the idea that

education can be for aspects of human existence more fundamental

than the acquisition of skills-oriented knowledge. "To what part

of man does public education owe its first obligation? Is it to

his intellectual-academic worId, ot his emotional-social one?

V,rhich is most likely to insure him a measure of happiness and a

reasonable chance for survival?" (Eisner 6( VaIlance, L974, p.

106). As a young man in Europe in L945, Lawrence Kohlberg was to

see clearly that the Iink between learned knowledge and the moral

function of society was extremely tenuous, and could be snapped

easily. His work hras to try to restore moral development to its

station among educational priorities
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PART TT{O

Lawrence Kohlberg and Moral Developnent

Larwence Kohlberg

La$rrence Kohrberg was born in Lg27. rn a speech he gave in Tokyo

in 1985, hê recalled the profound effect Brothers Karamazov had on

him as a child, particulary the debate between lvan and Alyosha

regarding the goodness of God. Ivan points out, " ttle unending

series of cruelties and injustices to the innocent" 'and concludes

that if there is a God...he would hand God back his ticket.|'

(KohIberg, 1985, P. 5)

His youth was like that of a character from Mark Twain' "As

an adolescent, real Iife for me, outside of high school , i¡,as summer

trips with friends, working on farms, road gangs and in an airplane

factory.Theseexperiencesofworkingandgettingtoknowour
fell0w workers reaffirmed an abstract faith in American democracy.l'

(Koh1berg,Lg85,p.5).Hetravelledwithvagrantsandhoboes,

hitchhiking from Chicago to Montreal '

Upongraduatinghighschoolhewassweptupintol¡']orldhlar
Two.,,IreachedEuropeinthefatlofL}ASasamemberofthe
united States merchant marine. Having a Jewish father, what struck

me râras not only the wreckage of buildings and lives due to the war'

but getting to know the PIight of

holocaust." (KohIberg, L985, p' 5)

As soon as his term in the

volunteered to serve on the shiPs

Patestine. The shiP he served oD'

the survivors of the Nazi
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,Exodus" was captured by the British navy, who "ram¡ned the ship,

used tear gâs, steam and clubbed their way to the steering room and

the engine room and stopped the ship. Several infants died in the

scuffle though the British tried to use no unnecessary violence."

(Koh1berg,1985, P- 5)

He was interned in a British refugee camp on Cyprus. The

Hagenah helped him escape to Palestine, where he lived on a kibbutz

until he was equipped with false paPers and able to leave, just

prior to the lg48 war. "The Israeli kibbutz represented ideal of

social justice I had to admire but was I realty required to follow

them, or could I live by the more familiar and easier demands of my

American homeland?" (Kohtberg, 1985, p. 5). Kohlberg l^,as to

return to the kibbutz more than twenty years later.

UntiI he went to Israel he had no intention of entering

university. But he was now driven by his already strong views of

the nature of right and wrong. He enrolled in the University of

chicago, and studied philosophy as an undergraduate.

My own moral commitment or identity made sense within the
context of the social contract, which was the foundation
of American constitutional government. Still I could see
that phitosophers like Locke and Mi11 did not agree with
each other ánA I looked for some principle that would
underlie and justify aIl basic moral discussions. Kant's
statement of the basic principte of the categorical
imperative, 'treat every human being as an end in himself
and not only as a means' seemed most fundamental. Equal
respect for human dignity seemed to me to be the essence
of justice. ( Kohlberg, l'985, P. 6 ) -

He went on to do his postgraduate work in Psychology, studying

under Bruno Bettleheim and CarI Rogers. He expresses his debt to

these teachers, but he was unsatisfied, feeling the knowledge he
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had gained was inconclusive.

I began to feel this more and more while spending two
years as a clinical psychotogy intern in a mental
hospital after completing my course work. A cumulating
incident occurred when a paranoid patient yelled in my

office to me that the chief psychiatrist was
discriminating against her and persecuting her. The
chief psychiatrist came by my office, overheard her, and
put her on electric shock treatment. I protested to the
chief psychiatrist that this would only confirm her sense
of injustice. when he and others did not see the point
of my position, it seemed to me time to refocus my

energies. (Kohlberg, L985, P. 6)-

He did his doctoral work in moral development. He was

influenced by Jean Piaget, who had already done preliminary work in

identifying stages of moral development in children. "Piaget's

observations began with children around age three and ended at

around age eteven. In my own thesis work I proposed to follow the

development of moral judgement and reasoning through adolescence. rr

(Kohlberg, 1.985, p.8)

Through observation of children's behaviour while at play,

piaget had tentatively described the two initiat stages of moral

development in young children aS: "a heteronomous morality of

absolute obedience to rules and adult authority, and then a second

morality of autonomous mutual respect between equals and of respect

for rules as the result of social contract." (Kohlberg, 1983, P'

18).

Lawrence Kohlberg began his research on Stages of moral

development in 1.955. His initial work involved a sample ,of 50

Chicago-area boys, whom he interviewed at approximately three-year

intervals over twenty years. t^¡ith the publication of his

dissertation in L958, a number of other scholars and psychologists
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started to carry out Similar research all over the world.

Although he was active as a teacher, not only in university

but also in high schools, hospitals, and prisons, he spent much of

his energies revising, Clarifying, and defending his work. More

than one of his books contains a final chapter entitled, 'In

Response to my critics' .

Possibly while doing research in Costa Rica he contracted

giardia lamblia, an amoebic infection of the upper gastrointestinal

tract. It is incurable. Its main symptoms are sudden, Painful

diarrhea and nausea. "A vintage Kohlberg lecture was something.

About 45 minutes into a lecture - never on a trivial topic - Larry

would become totally flustered, call a break and head for the

bathroom." (FowIer, Snarey, & DeNicoIa, L988, p. 29).

I remember a short story by the American author, Kurt

Vonnegut, which describes a society where everyone is equal.

Peopte of above average intel.ligence are forced to wear headsets

that play sudden loud sounds at irregular intervals, thus breaking

up their train of thought. It must have been like this for

KohIberg, having to work while his body betrayed him with constant,

gut-wrenching interruptions .

He was a good, if erratic speaker, better in small groups

where he could demonstrate his fluent grasp of Socratic method. He

was extremely untidy, and very uncomfortable in social situations,

which I find surprising, since his background experiences would

seem to indicate a wide range of contact with human nature and

personality. He was very well read. He was an amateur magician,
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and a vrriter both of doggerel and serious poetry, often on Jewish

religious themes. He suffered from clinical depression, and for

both this and the giardia was constantly under medication. He had

a tendency to leave abruptly. and later turn up somewhere distant,

in a hotel, seemingly recovered. He was married and had children.

He refers to his son in some of his papers on morality and justice.

Lawrence Kohlberg vanished in January of L987. "lde learned

that at the time he was experiencing much physical Pain and severe

mental depression. But Larry had disappeared before, been in pain

before, been depressed before." (Fowler, Snarey, & DeNicola, L988,

p. 29). His car was found near Boston harbour, with keys, wallet

and money lying on the passenger seat. His body washed up that

Apri I .

I have provided the above synopsis of Lawrence Kohlberg's Iife

because it helps indicate some of the concerns and metaphors that

permeate his work. trJhether or not he was more concerned with

morality than you or I is unresolvable (perhaps we are all very

concerned with morality, but just feel uncomfortable admitting it).

But he demonstrated his concern by devoting his life to the

analysis and study of human moral behaviour in a way no one has

done since Socrates. And like Socrates, he was not a stereotypícal

academic. He had an eventful life, involving more travel, danger,

and adventure than most. His strong regard for the US Constitution

as a moral document, and his belief in justice being the single

moral trait that determines all others could only have been

strengthened by what he saw in Europe in 1.945.
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He was very fashionabte during the L970's and early 1980's.

But then controversy overcame him. The grants dried up. He utas

never able to successfully deal with the most crippling criticisms

of his theory. His attempts at implementing his theories in actual

education progra¡nmes met with mixed success and Iittle support.

Towards the end, he expressed doubts about the dominance of

the cognitive aspect of moral judgement. Frustrated by the mixed

results in implementing his theories in education, he began to talk

about the need for prescriptive, instrumental trainíng in moral

behaviour, at least at the preliminary Ievel. Just before his

death he had a conversation with Professor Edwin Delattre of Boston

University:
He IKohlberg] expressed perplexity about the
ineffectiveness of his methods in prisons where he had
been working. He told me that he posed for inmates one
of his favourite dilemmas: [the Heinz dilemma]. The
question he posed is whether you should let your wife die
or steal the drug. The convicts were unperplexed. To a
man, and without hesitation, they said, 'steal it.' 'But
why, ' Larry Kohlberg asked them, 'would you do that?'
Laughing, they answered, tBecause we steal things. tÁIe

wanna know why the stupid husband didn't steal it in the
first place.' (Kilpatrick, L992, p. 86).

Contemporary moral philosophers criticize Kohlberg for

ignoring moral passion. There is a mystery here. t{hat the critics

theory of moralclaim is true: it does not seem to enter into his

stages at aII. And yet it is evident that Kohlberg himself

possessed moral passion, and was driven by it, even when the

edifice of his work began to chip and totter.

The Stage Theory of Moral Developnent

The method of Kohlberg's research was a series of one-to-one
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principles, chief among these being justice. These six stages are

arranged into three blocks, each of two stages, and it is these

blocks that are most commonly referred to in the Iiterature-

The first block is the pre-conventional and consists of self-

centred orientations, where the dominating concern is to avoid pain

and to conform to higher authority. The second is the

conventional, emphasising moral behaviour as rules, or prescriptive

laws as determined by society. The third is that of moral

reasoning based on an ethical principle not derived from either

authority oI social agreement, the post-conventional. The

universal principle in this case is justice, a recognition of the

equality of human rights, and the respect for the dignity of human

beings as individuals.

Justice was the determining factor in Kohlberg's moral

philosophy, and he was criticised for not being exactly clear on

what he meant by it. Children, of course, have a very strong sense

of fairness and become furious if that sense is violated. Justice,

then, is something more than the fairness of the self receiving

what he or she thinks is deserved. "A moral situation in

disequilibrium is one in which trere are unresolved, conflicting

claims. A resolution of the situation is one in which each is

'given his due' according to some principle of justice that can be

recognised aS fair by all the conflicting parties involved. "

(Kohlberg, 198L, p. L94).

As Kant believed the moral imperative was based upon

recognition of the equal right of all humans to existence'
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Kohtberg extended this into a more concrete form by borrowing the

concept of reversibi I ity from phi losopher John Rawls.

Reversibility impties that a moral decision is right if it can be

made by at1 the participants in a moral dilemma. "In RawIs'

theory, a possible principle of justice is the fair principle of

justice if it is the one that would be chosen under the original

position, if one would choose it if one did not know who one would

be in the society or the situation after the principle was used.'r

(Kohlberg, 1-981, p. L97). The more commonly known term for this

idea is 'the golden rule.'

Kohlberg's initial research, and much of that of his

supporters, developed longitudinally, thus greatly adding to the

empirical support of his theory. In addition, Kohlberg and his

supporters carried out verification studies in other countries.

The chief conclusion of these studies was that morality, as defined

by the theory of developmental stages, could be considered

universal. There was no cultural relativism. Studies done in

countries including Japan, Taiwan, India, Turkey, Israel, Nigeria,

Germany, and the United Kingdom supported this. "In sununary, the

nature of our sequence is not significantly altered by widely

varying social, cu1tural, or religious conditions. The only thing

that is affected is the rate at which individuals progress through

this sequence.'r (Kohlberg, L98L, p. 24).

Kohlberg's stage theory is the first assumption of most

research in moral education carried out since his work was first

published (this includes even when the intent of the research is in
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opposition to his theory). The importance of his work lies in the

fact that he had succeeded in giving a structural and universal

interpretation to what had been, üP till that point, considered

ambiguous and somewhat mystical. It was tike Thomas Aquinas

proving the existence of God.

Controversy

His work was subjected to attack from a wide variety of sources.

Moral philosophers felt he was treading clumsily on their turf, and

it is interesting to read how their objections range from the petty

(KohIberg's misuse of terminology specific to moral philosophy) to

the profound (Kohlberg's refusal to admit that a person could

pretend to be of a higher moral stage than he,/she actually was) '

I¡thi te the phi losophers attacked his theory f or its narrow

interpretation of morality, behavioral psychologists looked at his

research methods and found clear indications of unsupported

assumptions, and then of bias.

In response, Kohlberg 'saved the phenomena' i.e. he redefined

the theory to cover its weaknesses. There is some debate about the

validity of such a defense. KarI Popper, for one, argues that it

is bad science, because it perpetuates what is already demonstrated

to be flawed, and so makes it harder for new theorÍes to gain their

audience.

Reading research necessitates what Coleridge calIed "the

willing suspension of disbelief." Educational research and drama

have a lot in com¡non. They are both created by, and purport to be

about humans, yet only the most naive will confuse them with the
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actuality of human life. Nevertheless, there is much that can be

learned about man from research, although, as with drama, the most

profound observations are also the most difficult to articulate.

The difficulties in justifying the stage theory of moral

development are many.

The first problem is the paradox of assuming that what one

says he or she is doing, oI will do, is the Same as what that

person is actually doing, oT will do. In a way this cuts to the

crux of human moral behaviour. Mil0rad Pavic's novel Dictionary of

the K zars centres on a dream a medieval king has, where an angel

tells him, "The Lord is not pleased by your deeds, but is by your

intentions." The Lord has, of course, the ability to read our

intentions more clearly than we can know them ourselves. But how

can we distinguish between the person who is good yet unable to

act, and the person who is neither good nor able?

The discrepancy between moral behaviour and moral retrospect

wiII be looked at again in Part III, but it raises an interesting

sidelight on perhaps the most notable criticism of Kohlberg's

research, that it suffers from gender bias' This was based

primarily on the evidence reported by Carol Gilligan in her L977

article "In a Different Voice", which she later expanded to a book

of essays.

GiIIigan conducted two sets of interviews with women subjects-

The first set was done along Kohlberg's guidelines. tdhat she

discovered I^taS that women seemed to be further back on the

progression of moral stages than comparable male subjects. This
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r¡/ould seem to indicate either a) that women's moral development is

slower, a conctusion that no responsible scholar would dare posit

without extensive review and examination, or b) that Kohlberg's

moral dilemma interviews $rere biased to be more difficult for

$romen.

GiIIigan concluded that Kohlberg's interview design suffered

from gender bias. Curious about the specific nature of that bias,

she then carried out a second series of interviews with $Jomen

subjects, using restructured dilemmas and scoring systems. The

crux of her results was that "morality reatly includes two moral

orientations; first, the morallty of justice aS stressed by Freud

and Piaget and second, an ethic of care and response which is more

central to understanding female moral judgement and action than it

is to the understanding of judgement and action in males- "

(Kohlberg, Levine & Hewer, 1983, p. L22).

Universality for one half the population is not universality.

But there is an interesting perspective to this. The second set of

interviews Gilligan used were very different from the standard

Kohlbergian set. Giltigan used the dilemma of whether or not to

have an abortion, and her subjects were women who were, irl fact,

contemplating abortion at the time of the interviews. In other

words, the dilemma was real.

From these interviews GiIIigan got greatly differing results.

It is very likety that the fact that the subjects were women $tas a

contributing factor. But I suspect the immediate relevance of the

situation r^ras a greater source of variance. There are dangers
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inherent in using real dilemmas, and one is the moral stance of the

researcher. Some people have damned Gi1ligan. "Professor Giltigan

built her theory by focusing on the decision-making process of

twenty-nine women who hrere contemplating having abortions. Though

the women themselves agonize over the decision, Gilligan does not."

(Kilpatrick, L992, p. 145).

The accusation of gender bias only can be used against

Kohlberg's early (albeit most important ) research. In L969

Kohlberg published his longitudinal work stages of moral

development of Israeli kibbutzniks, with a subject sample from both

sexes, and this was soon followed by similar work done in Germany.

Gilligan's work was also based on a smalI, limited sample, and

has also been extensively replicated. One should note that

fundamentally there is little difference between the designs of the

research of GiIligan and KohIberg. They are different translations

and the flaws of premise inherent in one will be applicable to the

other. The jury is stitl out on this one too, aS with any area of

quantitative research in education.

Regarding the charge of sex bias in the Kohlberg system,
readers may be interested in several recent systematic,
comprehensive reviews of the issue...that indicate that
Gilligan's charge that women score lower on Kohlberg's
test is simply not true as a general trend. (Mogdil &

Mogdil, L986, p. 481).

Kohlberg of course was concerned with universality. If he

could not make the claim of universality then the whole issue of

moral education becomes moot, as one person's morality is another's

sin. This was the crucial aspect behind all the studies done in

other nations, such as Turkey, Taiwan, Nigeria, Israel, Germany and
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others.
UntiI very recently this clairn Ithat the stages of moral
judgement are culturally universall has so clearly
outstripped the evidence for it that one had to take it
not just with a grain, but a shaker of sa1t. However,
John Snarey's recent, systematic review of forty-three
studies in twenty-six countries concludes that these
studies provide striking support for the underlying
assumptions of Kohlberg's claim for cross-cultural
universality, though they aIso, irl Snarey's analysis,
suggest kinds of possible biases at the upper end of the
stage sequence, especially with regard to traditional
folk societies and non-middle-class settings. (Mogdil 6.

MogdiI, 1986, p. 44).

Universality across cultures has also come under attack.

Despite the general support provided by the data collected

worldwide, perceptive observers have noted the amount of distortion

the DIT goes through in the process of transtation to be applicable

to the members of another culture. This has included the creation

of entirely new moral dilemmas. For example, the dilemma of a

child's sacrifice for her parents takes on an entirely new moral

dimension when applied to a culture influenced by Confucius.

question is, how much can Something be changed in translation

The

and

stitl be generatised back to the original?

Other analyses of the data seem to support the fact that less

developed, smaller communities are either morally retarded or do

not fotlow Kohlberg's model. And in lwasa's L992 comparison study

of moral stages in American and Japanese adults, there is a strong

indication that there are "major cultural differences in the

approach to the fundamental value of human life. "

However, I feel that the issues of cultural and gender biases

are red herrings, and serve only to distract us from what must
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always be the greatest source of variance in any research of this

kind. This is the variance caused by individual human differences,

a cumulation of an infinite number of factors of which gender and

culture are only part. "I suspect that Gilligan's women subjects

are but the well-documented tip of a rather large iceberg whose

bulk includes both sexes" (Mogdil & Mogdil, 1986, p. 1L4).

Related to the problem of individual variance is the weakness

of the scoring protocols. This is an unavoidable problem of using

statistical analysis for human behaviour. In carrying out the

distrÍbutive analysis that assigned answers to one of six stages,

Kohlberg was able to c1aim, by comparisons to the mean, that any

individuat would occupy a specific stage of moral development, much

in the same way a person can be said to spend seventy-five percent

of his time in a specific room, or chair. But in fact, each

individual's score indicated responses and ans$rers that were spread

out all across the continuum. OnIy by inferring from the mean

could the stages and the locations of subjects in the stage

sequence be determined. But this is a bit like defining the

classical ages of man. t{e intuitively know when a person is a

chi1d, an adult, etderly, but $te have no absolute scale of

indicating these divisions, and they are different for aII of us.

Indeed, much of the research can be read in another wêY,

attesting to the fact that we each possess a number of different

standards of justice, and their use varies from situation to

situation.

In the light of the available evidence, there is good
reason for believing that the hard core of Kohlberg's
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research program is implausible. There are not clear
Stages of moral development - at best they are arbitrary
fictions having IittIe or no verisimilitude; the order in
which individuals 'move through' these arbitrary fictions
is far from invariant, and the sequence of the stages is
certainly not logicalty necessary. (Cochrane, L979, p-
247 )

The finat main area of contention regarding the research

aspects of Kohlberg's work lies in the validity of the DIT. Ðoes

it in fact measure what it claims to measure? The problem is the

decision-making Ín answering the dilemmas are based on a kind of

post hoc justification for action. The central DIT question is "do

you think X was right to do what helshe did? talhy or why not?"

The problem here, ês moral philosophers have indicated, is

that the reality of moral judgement is based on the selection of

alternatives for action. tdhen we carry out a moral act in real

life, what we usually do is make a choice of possible options,

believing ours to be the best one. The DIT does not allow this

choice, but is instead based on a kind of observational distance

occurring after the choice has already been made. As Kaplan in his

1983 study notes, "retrôspective reports of how one had formed a

sociat judgement are unreliable." (Kaplan, L983' p. 3).

Kaplan tried to demonstrate the ramifications of this weakness

by re-writing the dilemmas to weigh them towards bias in each of

the three large divisions of moral judgement stages. He then

administered the DIT to two groups, one trained through pedagogy

based on Kohlberg's theories, and the other a control group

(control groups in research in moral education almost invariably

turn out to be the social science class).
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Kaplan discovered there was a greater amount of moral

judgement that went contrary to the weighted bias in the

experimental group. The members of the group were uniformly

consistent in their answers, but there was no consistency in their

use of the reasoning specific to any Singte stage. In other words,

the experimental group may have been modified by their training to

follow specific patterns of perceived 'right' moral behaviour,

rather ttran to act independently (i.e. post-conventionally). They

were supplying correct answers without considering why they arrived

at the answers.

Kaplan concluded by stating that moral education programmes

developed along the principles of Kohlberg's theory could actually

condition the learner to act along prescribed, not necessarily

desirable, moral guidelines. "They make use of morally toned

material during discussion. This causes students to discuss moral

values in dilemma situation, leading to a polarization of student

responses towards the more predominant tendency." (Kaplan, L983,

P. 10).

Theory into Practice

Kohlberg calted character education 'the bag of virtues' approach.

"According to that view, parents and educators of young children

must necessarity first rely on cultural transmission, inculcating

a set of virtues before stimutating reflective moral development

under conditions of free moral discussion. This mixture of

indoctrination and reason is the solution of Plato's Republic."

(Kohlberg, L981., P. 2).
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The crucial weakness to this approach is that there is no

absolute guarantee of possessing any single one virtue. Is a

cheater intrinsically different from an honest man? Kohlberg drew

upon the results of Hawthorne and May's large-scale study of

honesty carried out in L928-30. They discovered that:

1. Almost everyone cheats some of the time. The population

is a betl curve centred around a modest amount of cheating.

2. If a person cheats in one situation, it does not mean he

will in another.

3. People's verbal statements about honesty have nothing to

do with their actual demonstrations of honesty.

In other words, discrete virtues are fluctuating

characteristics of personality, like moods or tempers. In trying

to teach them, the error is made in assuming their possession will

naturally lead to better behaviour. Kohlberg felt that what was

required was a more general, cognitive structure that would allow

for better decisions to be made, provided its guidance was

fo}lowed, but which would be at least always present in the

individual. Morality, for Kohtberg, was a way of looking at the

worId.

The second form of moral education, values clarification, was

also deemed inadequate. "The fact that there are many moral

stances does not mean that they are all equally compelling, just as

the fact of the existence of many brands of audio equipment does

not mean that they are aII of equal worth. In fact, these

alternate moral stances are not parallel perspectives, but rather,
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reflect different developmental stages on a moral hierarchy. "

(Chazan. 1985, p. 84). Teaching that all moralities are of

relatively equal value is wrong because it in fact retards progress

through the moral stages. This can result in some interesting

paradoxes: Kohlberg writes about a girl student who in responding

to the Heinz dilemma reptied that he should steal to provide the

drug for his wife because human life was worth more than anything

eIse.

I then asked her, 'Is there any such thing as a universal
human value?' and she answered, 'NO, â11 values are
relative to your culture.'...If she l^Iere clear in her
thinking, she woutd see that the fact that all people do
not act in terms of this value does not contradict the
claim that all people ought to always act in accordance
with it. (Kohlberg, 1983-, p. L3-14) .

At this time Kohtberg was still acting aS a researcher,

gathering data and refining his theories. The actual

implementation of his work to moral education was not yet the focus

of his energies. The next question was how to bring the theory

into the classroom.
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PÀRT THREE

The Just Co¡nmunity for llloral Education

Design

Kohlberg $ras a psychologist, and his theory $tas one based on

observation of existing behaviour. He had been approached several

times by educators interested in the apPtication of his theory to

curriculum, but atthough interested in the idea, he did not at that

time have a clear conception of how it could be done.

However, irt 1,969, one of his doctoral students, Moshe Blatt

pubtished his work on the pedagogical aspects of moral stages. His

research was based on the following premise:

If children were systematically exposed to moral
reasoning one stage above their own, they would be
positively attracted to that reasoning, and would, in
attempting to appropriate the reasoning as their own, bê
stimulated to develop toward the next higher stage of
moral development. (Power, Higgins, & KohIberg, p. 11)'

This hypothesis was not originally supported by Kohlberg. He felt,

logicalIy, that as moral development was a natural progression

through stages, there was no way to instrumentally hasten that

progression without actively teaching the moral dilemmas as

problems to be solved, i.ê. teaching to the test. However, he

became excited by Blatt's results because they implied a solution

to the problem of how to implement effective moral education, and

he soon became fully involved in bringing Blatt's ideas to the

currícuIum.

The result of Blatt's research, using the DIT to measure the

dependent variable, indicated that moral development could be

accelerated through educational practice providing the following
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three criteria were met:

1 ) The students had to be of a mixture of moral developmental

stages, so that at least some could encounter moral reasoning

at a stage higher than their own.

2) The students had to be presented with moral dilemmas, to

allow them to express and justify moral decisions before

their Peers.

3)TheteacherhadtoplayaSocraticrole,i.ê.not

dominating or correcting, but encouraging and suggesting.

How can r^re know the good? And how can we ensure that this

knowledge will be passed down? At least part of the debate over

moral education is due to the conviction of so many educators that

morality is unteachable, and if attempted, becomes indoctrination

in rules and relative values. Blatt seemed to prove that not only

could morality be taught, but that the effective method for

teaching it was no more than the thoughtfut, yet disciplined,

exchange of views on a topic, a form of education developed by the

ancient Athens, surely one of the mcst enlightened of societies,

and an educator's ideal .

It didn't work this wêY, and Ít is still unclear why not' The

problem seemed to 1ie in the human nature of the teachers

themselves. Kohlberg replicated BIatt's research in the Danforth

project. Twenty social studies teachers were trained in the use of

moral dilemmas for eliciting moral reasoning and then let loose on

their students. The data was strongly supportive of BIatt's

originat conclusions. But a year after the project ended, the same
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teachers were surveyed in a follow-up study, and only one of the

twenty urere still using the Kohtberg-Blatt techniques. As Kohlberg

said, "the operation was a research Success but the educational

patient died." (MogdiI & MogdiI, 1986, p' 252)'

I have seen similar cases, ttrough smaller-scale, in my own

field. The teacher uses the techniques he or she feels comfortable

with, and this comfort level is not necessarily in proportion to

effectiveness. "Teachers will change their aPproach to teaching if

and only if they perceive the change as of benefit to some problem

which they face." (MogdiI & Mogdi1, 1986, p. 252). As with alI

professions, it often requires a direct crisis to cause a shift in

deeply-ingrained attitudes and methods.

When doing his own research in classrooms, Kohlberg I¡Jas asked

by educators why he used ditemmas so divorced from reality, and not

ones that pertained directly to the school. He had originally

developed the dilemmas to aid universatity and also to demonstrate

the dissociation of moral behaviour from specific contexts- But

these Concerns were, of Course, ngt neCessarily valid when

considering the actual pragmatics of moral education' The rules

that bind the building of theory do not need to bind its practice.

In order to implement moral education in schools, it was

necessary to make moral education responsive to the immediate needs

of teachers as well as students. Kohlberg looked for a solution to

this challenge in the hidden curriculum. He was already strongly

influenced by Phitip Jackson. The then current approach to

incorporating the hidden curriculum was reflected in alternative
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schooling at the time, often built along communal lines. Kohlberg

saw alternative community schools split between two camps, that of

romantic freedom aS exemplified by Neilt's SummerhiIl, and the

other that of cultural transmission as modeled by Emile Durkheim.

In the case of the former, the problem was that there would

eventually come a time when the structure of the school would be

pushed so far that someone would have to lay the law down. This is

the paradox of liberty, where although liberty is desirable, there

is a point at which it can be destructive, as one ends up claiming

the freedom to take away freedom from others. "In Kohlberg's view

no matter whether Neill exercises his power in economic or moral

terms, the fact remains that in dealing with a conflict between the

rights of the individuat and the interests of the school, NeiII

puts the latter first." (Power, Higgins & Kohlberg, L989, p. 22).

Durkheim, ofl the other hand, Saw the necessity of moral

education in application to the hidden curriculum not to free

oneself from ru1es, but rather to involve the entire student body

in the construction of those rules, reasoning that if you determine

the way you should behave you wiII follow that guideline with

greater faith than if the laws are laid down by another. "The

serious work of detiberate moral education entails...dealing wíth

the ways everyday rules of behaviour are made and enforced. For it

is those rules that define the moral atmosphere the context for

moral learning - in the school." (Power, Higgins & Koh1berg, L989.

p. 23).

In the summer of L969, Kohlberg returned to Israel to observe
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r$oraL education on a kibbutz. At that time, the kibbutz system was

sti11 strongty influenced by the theories of com¡nunal existence

developed by Theodor HerzI. Kohlberg was able to see these

theories in action as he observed a group of Jewish youth from

disadvantaged urban backgrounds being trained in the kibbutz ethos.

Much oL this training was para-military, and also included

practical work in agriculture, as well as trades such as carpentry'

But acting as an umbrella to all this was the moral learning.

Supervising the group and living with them was an educator whose

responsibility was more of instilling awareness rather than

actually transmitting information. He was to keep the group

attentive to the concept of the kibbutz as a philosophy of living,

so that, íf any infraction occurred, it would be resolved (and if

necessary punished) by the group acting in unison, according to the

social guidelines.

Here was an educational system that, though informal and
democratic in its style of operation, was not a
Summerhillian free school with a romantic view of school
life, but a collectivist enterprise demanding high values
of its disadvantaged youth. The values demanded were the
values of the kibbutz, but they r^tere not taught in the
abstract. Rather, the youth were to learn them by seeing
them in practice in the (adult) kibbutz society and by
putting them into practice in their own youth society.
leo*er, Higgins & Kohlberg, 1989, PP. 39-40)'

The problem in turning Kohlberg's theory of moral stages into

a progra¡nme for moral education was that it was essentially a

theory of individuals. Like Socrates, Kohlberg believed that a

moral community could only exist by being populated by virtuous

individuals. His theory was a monitoring of individual growth in

the moral domain.
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However, Iike Durkheim, Kohlberg also believed that morality

was manifested through social interaction. To those critics who

charged that he had ignored the distinction between moral thought

and moral deed, hê would answer that, "to be human and to be moral

is to interrelate with other people in a social context.'' (Chazan'

LgB5, p. 70). This is in keeping with Durkheim, who was very much

a relativist, and some of Durkheim's theories are shared by values

clarification. He felt that the community defined its morality.

'' His maxims indicate this:

Mora).ity begins with membership of a group; it- is not
related to an act which has individual interests Ialone] '

bJithout society, morality has no object, duty' no roots'
(Chazan, L985, P. 9).

This is not the same as a guiding morality of justice'

Durkheim's point of view was anthropological, and concerned with

things as they were. Kohlberg was more interested in the shift to

what things should be, the change in point of view he termed' "From

Is to Ought". On the kibbutz Kohlberg found a society whose prime

concern $ras to exist according to a moral ideal. And this ideal

was shared by the entire community and so acted as a bond, policing

itself. The combination of informality and rigour impressed him (I

imagine he saw it as a mirror of his olârn personality)' On the

kibbutz, the students "are told to call their educators by their

first names, to visit them at home, argue with and vote against

them at group meetings, while they are also told to respect the

rules they insist upon. Autonomy and collectively coexist in this

tension." (Power, Higgins, and Kohtberg, 1989, p' 44)'
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The kibbutz showed how the hidden curriculum could be an

active component of moral education. "Though Durkheim's conception

of morality -with its emphasis on respect for society's transmitted

rules and attachment to the group - is different from Kohlberg's

developmentar conception oriented to justice, Kohlberg was quite

attracted by Durkheim's vision of an explicit use of the hidden

curriculum to create a moral society in the classroom' " (Power'

Higgins, and Kohlberg, 1989. P. 23). The chief difference was that

unlike Durkheim, the Just community school would build itS moral

structure around the concept of justice, already assumed to be the

dominant characteristic of morality, the one that determined aIl

the others.

The American equivalent to the commune uras democratic society'

Democracy would allow for the cOmmunity of equal voices' There are

a number of reasons why Kohlberg felt that structuring American

schools on democratic lines would be most suitable for moral

development. I sumrnarize these from Power, Higgins, and Kohlberg:

1) democratic meetings deal with real-Iife problems, and so

maybemoreeffectivethanfictionalmoraldilemmas.
2)democracyequalisespo$,errelations,andsoencourageS
students to think for themselves'

3) in line with the Aristotlean idea of learning by doing, a

democraticschoolisthebestwaytoteachdemocracy.

4) As J.s. MiIl nOted, errors are more likely to be corrected

in a society where freedom of expression exists, than in a

closed society. Teachers and administrators will make better
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decisions regarding schools if students are included in the

deci sion-making Process .

5) democracy can help break the control of adult and peer

cultures by creating shared ownership and responsibility in

schools.

6) by voting openly for rules, one receives personal and

social pressure to abide bY them.

The Just Conmr¡¡tity School

In Ig74, the cluster Alternative High schoot in cambridge,

Massachusetts, opened as a school within a school. Some seventy

students vtere chosen by lottery from a pool of volunteers taken

from the larger school population to participate. They would have

a double period every day to focus on moral issues in the guise of

social studies, and a community meeting once per week to discuss

and vote on moral issues directly related to their school lives-

outside of that they would attend courses in the regular curriculum

of the school.

Eight teachers volunteered from the faculty to work as part-

time Cluster staff. AlI were accepted. As with the students, they

did not have much preparation for what would be required of them.

"They, âS with the students, would have to do much of their

Iearning in the course of running the school." (Power, Higgins &

Kohlberg, L989, p. 65). Lawrence Kohlberg took part, nominally, as

an observer.

In Cluster, moral education would occur through the

determination of the rules for the school ' The process for the
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rule-making was fully democratic, one person one vote' whether

teacher or student. Voting on decisions would occur at weekry

meetings, which would be mandatory for all students and staff'

This was easier said than done. At the very first meeting, in the

last five minutes, a student proposed that if any student did not

like the courses offered he or she could withdraw from the course'

The vote was passed by an overwhelming majority' all seventy

student ayes to eight teacher nays. The problem was that such a

right htas against the mandate of the mainstream school that

contained Cluster. Kohlberg saved the day by saying the vote was

only a straw vote, and that the real one would take place at the

next meeting. He was quite right. There was nothing democratic

about taking a vote on an issue before it had been discussed.

This also indicated one of the central obstacles to operating

a successful alternative system. It invariabty is contained within

a larger mainstream, and when the rules of the smalter conflict

with the rules of the larger, those of the Iarger may take

precedence. Kibbutzim are often geographically separate from the

Iarger urban Israeli community, but even they have undergone a

steady erosion of their com¡nunal ideals over the past fifty years'

as the greater society without slowty overwhelms them- Schools are

much more closely linked to the surrounding society' Since one

purpose of schools is to act aS a feeder organ for society'

supplying it with ne$t, healthy ce]Is, one could argue that trying

to isolate it from society is contradÍctary.

Kohlberg was idealistic, but not naive. He knew vety well
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that democracy is fragile, and reguires tremendous effort to

maintain (both the U.S. and Canadian electorates could do with a

good Lesson from Kohlberg). I wonder how much he surprised the

teachers who worked wíth hlm at the Cluster school. By all

acc6unts he was a man who inspired those around him. From

1ístening to him on tape I wouLd say he was passionate and

articulate, but not overbearing. He had a sense of humour. But a

lot of the teachers at Cluster achool nust have expected something

more in keeping with the accepted image of alternative education in

Ameríca, an emphasis on freedom, on pursuing self-interest, OD

being able to ignore petty rules" Kohlberg would have disagreed

with all of those. There is nothing in being moral that promotes

freedom per Se. MOrality, as in possessÍng a senge of justice, iS

a burden of responsibflity that restricts you, because 1t demands

that you empathize with, and respect your fellow man as yourself.

Self-interest he had already tagged. It was the Llbertine

transition phase between Stage Four and Stage Five, where one makes

the teap of seeing that morälity is not derived from the sense of

social bonds, but that social bonds are derived fron the sense of

morality. Ànd the fgnoring of rules for moral reasons is in fact

a moral judgement, and moral judgements, in KOhlberg's eyes, were

never petty.

An interesting example occurred when the students r{ere taken

by tneir teachers to see a movie at Harvard.

The students agreed previous to going that they would not
smoke cigarettes ln the viewing room. But as soon as the
lights went off, out ca¡ne the butts. The teachers
present did not react, Kohlbêr9, who was also present,
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had the fiLm stopped and took the teachers out of the
room. He told them that in a democracy it was crucial
that the rules or agreements that the community makes be
taken seriously. To sit by and watch the students
violate the rutes without reacting is to undercut the
democratic authority of the community. (Power, HiggÍns
& Kohlberg, 1989, P. 69).

There Ís, to my mind, somethÍng both human and heroic about

this. It may simply be the reactlon of seeing a Person so

inf lexibly faithful to his co¡nmitments. One thinks, I wish I could

be so firm. But the problem of resolving the duality of what one

says and what one does caúe back to haunt the Cluster school again

and agaÍn. And it had always been there, iD the criticism of the

origínaI research.

Think-alouds in research on cognitive actívities (such as

reading) suffer from a similar f1aw. In trying to determine what

the mind is doing, the subject is encouraged to describe the mind's

actions. But in focusing on describlng itself, surely the mind is

now doing something different. It is well recognised in science

that the mere act of observing a phenomena changes the nature of

that phenomena.

Each of the di lemmas used in Kohl.berg's resêarch involves

serious issues, such as life and death. This is necessary for the

dilemnas to cut across cultural boundaries. But it also makes the

dilemma into a bit of a romantic fiction, and the subject's

response will be simíIar. I can say with a fair degree of accuracy

how I wiIl respond when a beggar outside the hJinnipeg Public

tÍbrary asks me for spare change. But I am much less sure what I

would do if I saw that same beggar attacked by an armed mob.
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The Cluster school students were constantly breaking their own

resolutions, because the realÍty of enforcing them was more

complicated, and required greater moral courage, than they had

anticipated, This is too human to be considered an individual

moral failing, but lt was a clear example of how inaccurately a

person can foresee hisr/her actlons in a stressful situation. No

soldier knows how he or she is going to behave the first time they

go into battle. To take it a step further, research in battlefield

psychology supports the conclueion that bravery is a fLuctuating

characteristic that can either control fear or abandon the spirit

almost at random. Just so, as many of Kohlberg's critics contend,

a person can be both Jekyll and Hyde.

Recreational drugs were the critical igsue for almost every

Just Community school, not just Cluster. The problem, from a moral

stages polnt of view, was not that the avoidance of using drugs was

an ethical matter dictated by external laws, but that in order to

progress through the stages, individuals had to pass through Stage

Four, and the obeying of laws ls necessary in Stage Four, Just as

their rejection in the face of higher concerns is necessary in

Stage Six. Other problems, such as theft and absenteeism, were

positively dealt with during Cluster's existence, and incÍdents of

both decreased remarkably, But drugs remäinêd the crltical
weakness, which, if nothing else, hras indicative of the students'

priorfties as far as civil disobedience went.

The students nret for their weekly meetings and debated various

issues before voting on them. This was Blatt's principle of
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pedagogy writ large, with the dilemma, the exposure to various

moral judgements, and the Socratic guides alL present (transcripts

of the debates emphasize how even-handed the teachers were, and it

becomes hard to telt them apart from the students based just on the

words they say).

Some problems resulted in remarkable machinations. In a

debate over the fate of one student caught smoklng marijuana, the

other students asked that they have the first hour of the meeting

alI to themselves before the teachers Joined. Kohlberg felt this

was a step forward, ês it showed the willingness of the students to

assume autonomy in decisions regarding moral issues. I am not so

sure. There is al.ways something vaguely deceitful about such

closed-door discussions.

Reading the transcripts of the Cluster debates, one is struck

not with how sophisticated the students' moral thinking was. but

with trow difficult it was for them to artfculate their moral

judgements. Their minds moved faster than their mouths,

constantly. This problem rrras touched on in criticisms of his

original research, where not only the distance of the dílemma, but

also its being presented as a narratÍve, was seen as a source for

confounding variables. The nature of the narrative meant that

aspects of receiving narratÍve informatfon that do not have to do

with moral. judgement would, in fact, affect the responses of the

subjects. Kohlberg argued that there was a connection between

cogrritive and moral development, since the ability to make moral

judgements is, essentially, an abitity to Judge, and therefore
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reguirescognitiveunderstanding.Butthisisnotthesameag
modallties of input. Some of us listen or read better than others'

and this does not demonstrate anything of our abilÍty to be good'

cluster only lasted five years. It was subjected to the usual

pressures of any alternatÍve that tries to t^¡ork within the

malnstream. It was last in line for funding, and teachers workíng

within it found they received tittte professional recognition' As

facilitÍes and faculty dwindled, so did the nunber of students'

But it also became a dumping ground for difficult students so that

though the number of students decreased, the lncidents of

discipline and Iearning problems increased. These problems

eventually overwhelmed the lntent of the school.

Cluster was not the only attempt to create the Just CommunÍty

for moral education, The next attempt !Úas to be the A school at

scarsdale ÀIternative High school. There were two major

differences between the A school and cluster. The fírst was that

the A school was not a school within a school, but in fact an

entire campus structured as an alternative. It had been in

operation slnce Lg72 (it was to become a Just comslunity school in

1978). It had been run on semi-democratic lines, but tt¡e

adminÍstratlon had made the remarkably short-sighted decision of

allowing attendance at the weekly meetings to be voluntary' This

encouraged a split Ín both the faculty and student body, and within

four years the school v{as suffering from terrlbl"e divisiveness'

The second major difference from Cluster blas that the socio-

economic status and academic achievement of the SCarsdale students
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was markedly higher than that of the Cluster students. This was to

have an interesting ramification when a student published an

artícIe in Moral Education Forum claiming that the pressure the

teachers placed on the students, trying to shift them up to a ne$t

Kohlbergian stage, resulted in moral intimidatÍon. nIn Cluster,

students rarely experienced this form of faculty pressure because

few of them worried about how the faculty thought of them or how

they measured up according to Kohlberg's theory." (Power, Higgins

& Kotrtberg, 1989, P. 211) .

As with Cluster, the d.rug issue was the insurmountable

problen. Having read the accounts of these schools several times,

I feet a great sense of frustration at the manner in which the

theme of drug use reoccurs again and agair¡ as the crucial barrier

to achieving the Just Community ideal. This frustration stems from

a number of sources. First, I think I am very much a member of my

birth cohort when I feel that making a major issue over the use of

recreational drugs is sOmewhat ridiculous. It strikes me as

trivlal. Curious about the actual gravity of the sÍtuation, I

recently read several books on the drug problem in America. There

srere generally one of two reco¡¡rmendatÍons made in each book, one

based on a viewpoint simÍlar to my own, and arguing that repressive

Iaws encourage social breakdown similar to what occurred during

Prohibition in the 1920's. The other, the opposite, that 1n fact

recreational drug use is a problern much more gerious than, for

example, tobacco oÍ alcohol use, because the nature of drugs is

different. I don't know which poÍnt of vÍew is right, and perhaps
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I was a fool to try to look for a consensus '

But the staff of the Just Community schools were emphatically

against recreational drug use. And as they could not let the

problem gc) arose again and again as the critical issue' Theit

students saw it as a point of division between them and the

faculty, thus effectively splitting the Just Communities in half.

At the A school, for example, there was a vote held to determine a

ruling ovef. drugs. The voting on a rule to prohibit the use of

drugs in school was unanimously in favour. But the second issue'

Ithat students shoutd help enforce the rule, split the student body

down the middle, and the third, that students would, ifi fact,

enforce the rule, i.€. inform on students who broke the rule, was

supported by only one third of the student body. Every time I read

'this I slap my hand on the table and sâY, "not again. "

This event also demonstrates another problem. Communities

tend to be made of smaller com¡nunities. Kohlberg hoped that the

principles of Just Community woutd unite the staff and students

.' together. But their social relationships stilI remained

segregated, natural Iy because they râtere of di f f erent açtes,

backgrounds, and had different concerns. In school, where students

interact informally with their peers far more often and more

intimately than they do formally with their teachers, to ask them

to work against their peers for the benefit of a more distant

relationship may be too much of a demand. It is the o1d problem of

betraying one's country or betraying oners friend'

After seeing his o$tn programmes repeatedly result in the
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opposite of wtrat was intended, t^lilliam Coulson, one of the founders

of modern humanistic psychology, stated that, "Orl the subject of

drugs and other life-and-death issues, children need 'authoritative

guidance' , not techniques designed to explore options and

feeLings." (Kilpatrick, L992, p. 38). If this is so, than perhaps

this could help explain Kohlberg's slow drift towards incorporating

instrumental moral education.

That the Just Community schools did not succeed in their moral

mandate should not stand as a critical flaw. üle should expect to

see such problems in these schools, just as we expect to see

problems in maths understanding in maths c1ass. The focus of the

school wiII determine what issues are revealed to be problematic-

tâJith the focus of the curriculum dealing with moral issues and

moral behaviour, then alt the errors associated with these were

fated to occur. But this is not the same as, for examPlê, the case

of values clarification programmes developed to reduce drug use'

crime, and pregnancy among high school students that urere shown by

research to have poorer success rates than control €lroups who

underwent no progranmes of any sort at all. The Just community

schools did not create social breakdowns. But they encountered

problems to which mainstream schools tend to turn a blind eye.

Democracy is very much a process, and that it is devised and

manipulated by human beings obviously implies that it will suffer

from flaws, and require, along with constant vigilance, constant

repair and renewal. ^

The further question is left open: could justice, ifi
making human beÍngs human, be the perfection of a neutral
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instrument for good or evil? Is it Possible that what we

are good for is no good, or i^re are only good for service
(to -gods, for e*ample, ês dogs and horses are to us) or
selflsacrifice for the sake of the city or something else
equally ideal. (Benardete, L989. p. 19).

|,
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Part Four

The Moral Language Classroom

fühere tde Begln

The issue of 'moral principles' is surely a central
question for the practice of moral education. Much of
*nat goes ofì in schools is retated to words, sentences,
and statements, and the meaning and functioning of moral
principles is obviously relevant in such a context.
H"ttc", the most practical questions of moral education
are very much dependant on the elucidation of the
linguistic status and functioning of moral Sentences, the
universal or relative nature of moral principles, and the
validity of alternative contents implicit in various
moral standards. (Chazan, 1985, p. 3).

The generally accepted priority for adult ESL in Canada is

settlement. This refers to the language and related skills

required by new Canadians in order to integrate into the society'

The focus of these programmes is standard English, often structured

around functions and notions (they serve the dual purpose of

teaching things tÍke how to call for repairs for a broken

apptiance, oT how to use the bank as discrete skiIls by also

teaching the language patterns applicable to these actions) '

Content of such programmes is often determined through needs

surveys. For ESL teachers in this Area, the high point of

satisfaction is usually reached when the student gets a job. By

gaining employment, the settlement objective is consÍdered reached

(it often is by default, âs students are of course orientedrto

finding employment as being the most important immediate task to

successful integration) .

Needs surveys tend to dominate adult ESL proçJranme content.

The rationale is that adult learners possess the maturity to
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sincerely know what they require from a course of instruction' Due

to design considerations, needs surveys are usualty built around

specific examples, and the programme content wiIl reflect how the

learners respond to those examples (surveys often tend to be

prescriptive, and assume that items not mentioned do not exist) '

Because settlement is the central immigrant concern, its components

dominate needs Survey content. New Canadians need to know how to

write job resumes, how to fitl in applications, how to open bank

accounts, and other tasks related to employment and ownership'

These are the basic tenets of Canada's economic structure, but have

tittle to do with the larger political structure, which monitors

the economy by determining the nation's social structure and

concerns.

By immediately satisfying these detailed, immediate needs, the

ESL progranme may defeat its own purPose. There is a difference

between learning a language and learning how to filt out a form'

The former implies general issues of affect, value, and cognition'

and is potentially infinite and Iifelong. The latter is a discrete

skiII that can be taught as a timited code within a given period of

time, used once and then discarded. To make second language

writing, for examP1e, equivalent to one sub-ski11 of writing is to

have an extremely short-ranged, and contextuatly-restricted view of

Ianguage.

l,rlhen a learner's language needs related to immediate

settlement are satisfied, the focus of concern often switches

directly to settlement itself. Having learned how to write a
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resume to apply for a job, the job is then sought, and having been

found, the need for language learning is superseded by the demands

of employment. Hence, the development of workplace language

instruction programmes, which are essentially band-aid solutions to

shortfalls in the new Canadiansr communicative competence. The

minimum standard becomes the cofnmon, Set standard. This is a

reoccurring phenomena in ESL programmes fOr new canadians.

But the tevel of literacy and general language ability

required to deal with these discrete tasks (such as form-fifling)

is substantially less than the level required to take ful1 part in

the activities central to making a nation such as Canada so

attractive to newcomers in the first p1ace. In other words, the

Ievel of language ability required to answer a help wanted ad is

nowt¡ere near the level required by the new Canadian to be an active

member of a modern democratic society, to play an intelligent role

in deating with the issues of equal'ity, justice and discrimination

that wilt affect him/her long after basic settlement needs are

satisfied, and to utilize those higher-order ski11s, crafts and

perceptions that he/she has brought to the ne$r society' As

Ashworth (1-985) notes, "immigrants to one of the English-speaking

countries will need a high level of fluency in English if they are

to enter into the educational, social, vocational, professional,

economic, and politicat Iife of the host com¡nunity. " (p. 16).

By allowing the language learning process to be restricted to

the satisfying of a few discrete needs, ESL instructors may bê'

albeit with the best intentions, doing litt1e more than helping add
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to the growing

class.

underprivileged, under-realised and inarticulate

The issue need not be one of time, money, or staffing. Ivan

I11ich, speaking about the primary and secondary school

establishment, indicates that commonly perceived 'problems' in

education have in no way been alleviated by financial expense' He

points out that "ever1-where in the world school costs have risen

faster than enrollments and faster than the GNP; everl'where

expenditures on school fall even further behind the expectations of

parents, teachers, and pupils." (L970, p. L4). These observations

can, I think, bê applied to adutt and post-secondary education

also, and like Illich, I have no illusions that problematic issues

in education could be resolved if we only had enough cash to throw

at them.

The issue is one of perceptions, both of the purpose of

eduction, and of the relationship between linguistic competence and

ability to function in a modern western democracy- or to put it in

more basic terms, the issue is of existence, and existence within

socio-po1 itical Parameters .

The Denocratic Issue

Becoming informed politically. . .involves understanding
pubticaffairswhichimpingeuponsecondlanguage
leaching and perhaps taking sides. As has been shown,
language classrooms do not operate in isolation from the
variouscom¡nunitieswhichsurroundthem.Ittherefore
behooves language teachers to develop a political
ar^rareness and señsitivity if they want to play a part in
making decisions that witl benefit their students'
Ashworth, 1985, P. LOz.

My own ideal society is not a democratic one. I am allowed tO
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caÍf,y out unlimited social engineering in my imagination. But the

significance, oT perhaps I should say miracle, of the democratic

system of government is that it is a human construction, ifl fact

the construction of a com¡nittee, and has been realised on earth'

Kohlberg $ras proud of the achievement of the founding fathers, and

I think justly so. No other realised ideal of how humans should

Iive has contained the depth of respect for individuals, or the

optimism that human cognition and human moral understanding can be

directly beneficial to all mankind.

An effective information and communication network is crucial

for the function of democracy as a system, in that it depends on an

electorate both informed and able to com¡nunicate. The lack of such

a network can cause the isolation of communities and an increase in

paranoia. In this Sense, the tools of com¡nunication, i 'e'

Ianguage, are crucial to the practical design of a democratic

community.

Going beyond that, Kohlberg believed that democracy, more than

any other system of Social governance, permitted the morality of

justice to be realised rather than just idealised. Democracy

emphasised the rights of the individual. In Kohlberg's Stage Six'

this essentiatly is the right to be treated as an individual among

individuals. No one has priority of existence. Reversibility is

in many ways a phenomenological concept. It states that the

existential dilemma is confronted equally by a1I humans, perhaps by

all living things. It is the only thíng l^te can be certain we

share,
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Democracy is fragile. I do not mean this in the sense that it

can be usurped by the unprincipled. This is obviously true; there

are far more nations who have had dem6cracy taken from them ttran

bave retained it. But it is a system that reguires maintenance

because it demands active Participation in its process'

Democracy is more than a means of developing the master
virtues ót tne common Iife; it is itself a master virtue,
a subtype of the more general virtue of participation.
As a virtue, democratiJ participation may be understood
as a disposition to bring problems before the appropriate
forum for public discussion and democratic resolution.
(Nucci , L989, P. 139).

The voice that individuals have in the construction of their social

governance needs to be continual. If this does not happen, the

system changes, as we can see clearly in North America, into a form

of bureaucracy. Individuals have abrogated their voice in how they

shall be governed.

Much of the reason for this, I betieve, iS that children are

taught in North American schools that their democratic system is an

established entity, and not, ês they should be, that it is a form

of dialectic. As a result, the study of democracy is a study of a

structure that exÍsts apart from the lives of the students' The

governing system becomes as relevant as the workings of a distant

city office. The Just CommunÍty schools were intended to train

students how to approach their own government as a process' and see

how it pertained to and influenced every aspect of their education'

as well as to help them progress through the hierarchy of the moral

domain.

For the immigrant also, the critical nature of being able to
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actively take Part in

As I have Pointed out,

unable to effectivety respond to discrimination' but they wiIl also

be unable to preserve the system that attracted them Ín the first

place.Theissueofanti-racisteducationisverymuchduetothe

failure of teachers to show aIl Canadians how the political

structure exists for the very purpose of responding to problems

such as prejudice. "Teaching for prejudice reduction is crucially

a matter of changing existing attitudes and encouraging the

devetopment of new ones fulIy congruent with the ethical basis of

apluralisticdemocracy.SuchapursuÍtisessentiallythe
provision of bases for moral attitudes, decisions and actions'"

(Lynch, L987. P. 2).

Thegrowinglackofdialoguebetweenthepeopleandtheir

construction of government has resulted in, among other things, the

growing dominance of extremist groups. I do not deny these groups

their voice, but because they are more skilful manipurators of the

lawandgovernment,theyareoftenabletodetermineoutcomesfar

out of proportion to their numbers and without debate' "In many

instances,Peoptesimp}ylacktheknowledgenecessaryforthe

exercise of communicative competence, and thus the political power

to define'what is'passes by default to those special interest

groups that are able to impose their definitions'" (Bowers' L984'

p.viii).Theresultisoftentheestab}ishmentofdiscriminatory
policies.NewCanadiansarerarelyequippedtocombatthem,andso

theclasssystemofinjustice,whereeachleveltakesouttheir
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frustrations on the one below, is perpetuated-

The Wlder PersPective

Democracy is only a human construction. Its character changes with

the changes in the composition of the society it binds. However,

the issue of moral education is valid even in totalitarian

governments (and in fact is more characteristic of such systems).

There are two central problems confronting modern man today,

as identified by the reconceptualists and by the environmentalists.

The first deals with the issue of human governance, and confronts

the o1d paradox:

Irlhen Adam delv'd and Eve sPan
tdho was then the gentleman?

In other words, wtrat possible objective truth is there to support

the unequal possession of access to wealth and property among

humans? The issue of differences between genders, races, and

cultures cannot be denied, but who has set the criteria to

determine how these differences shatl determine their bounty?

The second issue is really the same, but stretches the context

So that the human concern becomes a planetary one. If you accept

the first issue then the second is, I believe, â logical extension.

For if r¡re cannot establish priority or right to class and wealth

based upon distinctions within humans, how can u/e assume these

priorities exist based on distinctions between humans and other

living things? If the world is not only for the technocrdc!, or

not only for caucasians, of not only for the European heritage,

then the world is not onlY for man.

These two questions have always been with us and have been
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part of the interpretation each individual has of the world. The

significance today is that our technical skills have outstripped

our judgement in using them to the extent that we present a

species-wide threat to ourselves, simply by being clever but not

wise. By manipulating aspects of nature, such as the weather, for

example, wê have managed to taint every spot on earth with our own

artifice. The result is terrible, "for the very thing that could

stop uS from continuing to destroy the planet - a Sense of the

awesome autonomy of nature - is no longer possible." (Bennet 6'

ChalouPka, 1.993, P. xi).

Kohlberg's view of the morat ity of justice is not

inappropriate to either of these discussions. In fact I would

argue that individual, human morality exists as a third factor that

preempts both these others. Social reconstruction and

environmental concerns are perceived as societal issues. Their

spokespersons utilize models and maps that make use of terms such

as 'frame factors', and try to encompass the whole of life's

,'interactions, striving for a kind of global completeness.

This is well-intentioned. It may even be of benefit. But a

ldfish in a bowl cannot know how thick the glass of the bowl is.

t cannot know much about the true nature of its container, because

definition the container 1Íes outside. But goldfish can know

about any other goldfish within the same bowl.

Communities are composed of individuals. The fluctuating
rgies, characters and perceptions of these individuals give the

nity its own personality, but, to reverse my earlier argument
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regarding multiculturalism, this community personality is a

reification of a combination of human individual characteristics.

Marx always warned against personifying the social forces he

identified as if they were legendary monsters. Capitalism no mole

continues its inexorable march of destruction than it sings'

laughs, ot jumps from a diving board. Democracy, âs I mentioned

before, was designed with this truth in mind, and so was presented

as a process of governance, rather than as a governing structure'

Morality becomes an individual concern. It is the interaction

of individuals to individuals, writ targe by the population. The

moral individual is that person who believes that no construction

has priority over life, and that no individual has the right to

restrict the existence of another. Few ideas could be more

contradicted by our current system of education' And where not

contradicted, theY are ignored-

The teacher of any discrete subject matter is in fact teaching

the student to exist in society. It is presupposed that

mathematical ski11s, knowledge of computer programming, or a second

language wilI benefit that indivÍdual, and through the reception of

that benefit the individual will become a moral person' This is

perhaps a form of transfer of tearning, but it is very dubious'

There is nothing in our history to show that knowledge as measured

by the curriculum of discrete subjects has resulted in better

behaviour, and in fact the opposite has been witnessed again and

again. Technical expertise tends to result in improved techniques

of injustice. The Greeks understood this instinctively- the Greek
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education system was an education in how to be human (as limited as

their view of what that entailed was). Our own perception is very

difference. As Eisner (Lg74) says, "It reflects the difference

between seeing schoots as an agent for moral uplift and seeing the

school aS a purely functional means of providing the survival

ski1ls necessary for the maintenance of civitization' This

criterion would emphasize the difference between a broadly

optimistic vision of what the schools can be expected to do and the

narrower interpretation of their capacities." (p' 4)'

The problem with the idea of these skills for maintaining

civilization is that again $re are dealing with something that is

not maintained, but rather lived within. Modern man specializes in

the ability to dissociate from environmental or contextual factors'

the goldfish bowl, yet somehow feel we can place it

the other end of the room and look at it '

The Classroom

In 1985 there was the following recommendation by the
committeeofministersofthecouncilofEurope:
democracy is best learned in a democratic setting where
participãtion is encouraged' An appropriate climate is'
therefore, essential to effective tearning about human

rights. (Lynch, L987. P. 60)'

climate ís a somewhat ambiguous term, and many educators

interpret it to mean a combination of classroom layout and school

facilities. But it can be also expanded to include the teaching

approach and its corollary, the relationship between the teacher

and the students.

Language-teaching approaches such as Freire' s problem-solving

V'¡e are within

on a table at

approach attempt to combine the syllabus
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frianner that may be conducive to a Just Community classroom. rn

thís approach, the content focus is on social issues directly

related to the students' lives. It was originated aS a literacy

programfortheunderprivilegedinBraziL,butmaybevery

¿pplicable to the situation of immigrants, who are often both

underprivileged and lack the cultural literacy of the new country'

,,He IFreire] discovered that any adult can begin to read in a

matter of forty hours if the first words he deciphers are charged

with political meaning." (I11ich, 1970, p' 26)'

In this approach, the students and teacher work together as a

single group. They begin by discussing critical issues in their

lives, and ideally the fruition of this discussion is action' It

benefits rearners in that they are made aware that their problems

do not exist because of a Deus Ex Machina, but are constructed by

society and can be resolved through social rules ' In many ways

this paraltels Kohlberg's work with Just Communities, although the

difference being that the social rules in the case of, for example'

the A school were the rules of the hidden curriculum' Adult ESL

classrooms are just that - classrooms usually - as opposed to

schools. But certain principles inherent in Just Community

schooling can be aPPIied:

a) The teacher is a collaborator wÍth the students, not a

ruling authority. The teacher's status exists due to his

greater knowledge of the target language. But his overt

responsibility is to comrnunicate this knowledge as quickly and

as effectively as possible to the students. To use the gap
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between the teacher's Iinguistic abilÍty and the learners' as

a justification for control makes no sense, ôs the teacher's

professional obtigation is to narrow this gap.

b) The students bear a responsibitity to acquire the

communicative competence required to participate in the

democratic process. This can begin within the classroom, with

basic issues determÍned through discussion and vote wherever

possible (inabitity to com¡nunicate is a barrier, but a

language teacher who is unable to com¡nunicate with his

students is perhaps not in the right profession). As

tinguistic abÍtity is a necessary adjunct to integration,

students should understand that not only is it advisable to

gain thÍs ability in order to integrate successfully, it is in

fact a requirement of settlement.

As JÍm Cummins (L989) has explained to us, all good education

should be additive. The student has to learn a new cultural

orientation that wiIl co-exist with the one brought from his native

land.

Even certain specific skill areas can be utilised for the Just

Community. A perfect example is Iiteracy. Krashen (1993) points

out, there is a strong connection estabtished between reading and

tinguistic competence both in first and second languages. Because

reading itself is beneficial, regardless of content, it has been

suggested that extensive reading become the rule rather than the

exception to reading instruction. In other words, the students are

obligated to read what they want to read.
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This can tie in very nicely with both discussion of moral

dilemmas and even with more instrumental moral education, as moral

concerns play a major role in the literature of all languages'

Narrative tension in fotktales and legends as welI as modern

fiction is usualty established through moral dilemma and

confrontation. "stories and fairy tales, âs Bruno Bettleheim

points out, have a way of helping children work through such times

of adversity. " (Kilpatrick, LggT, P' 28) ' Bettleheim was

discussing children, but I believe the same is true of adults, in

that the aesthetic of literature can act aS a comfort, and assist

in the development of moral judgment for adults too' Reading as a

second language skill can not only satisfy the purely linguistic

requirement, the requirement for social informedness (or cultural

literacy) through newspaPers and journals, but also work with

individuat moral develoPment.

The structural aspect of language teaching tricks teachers

into forgetting the nature of linguistic content' Although I think

that the reconceptualists have grossly simplified the idea, it is

true that there is no such thing as neutral language. Because Of

this, the task of teaching language gains deeper implications in

the manner it affects individual growth, which then exerts

influence on the Iarger social constructions. "An essential

element of a profession is that it sees itself aS having an

important role in society and a duty toward fellow citizens' In

the case of teachers of foreign languages, this social conscience

has an international dimension. " (Esting, 1989, p. 84).
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MoraI stages may only exist within the manipulation of

statistics. Absolute Just Community schools may be doomed to

failure because children require instrumental moral education

before they can be expected to take any effective PaTt in moral

discussion. But Lawrence Kohlberg perceived that the moral

orientation of human beings is at least as Ímportant as our

academic one. Just as we have always been proud to claim that our

intelligence has saved us from rooting around in the savanna like

apes, so our morality is the one factor that can stop us from

wielding our cognitive abilities tike a spray of grenades' blasting

our landscaPe with the fruits of our knowledge, aS if existence was

a consumer product, and the first one to use it up will win.

After the Nazis evacuated the tager, Primo Levi wandered alone

through devastated Poland. At an urban market, his camp uniform

attracted attention and he was forced to explain himself to a crowd

of townspeople. He did not speak Polish, and no one in the crowd

spoke Italian. FinalIy, one person walking past agreed to

interpret for him. They both spoke a little French' As Levi

answered the crowd's questions and tried to explain where he had

come from, where he had lived for the Past two years, he realised

that the interpreter was not being faithful to his words, that he

was twisting Levi's answers so that, ror example, 'Jew' became

,political prisoner'. The man was doing this for Levi's benefit'

The attitude of the Polish populace to Jews was still very

ambiguous. But Levi could only think about the experience he had

gone through, and that he was not being permitted, and would never

A
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be permitted to tell it.

I felt my sense of freedom, my sense of being a man among
men, of being alive, like a warm tide ebb from me' I
found myself suddenty old, lifeless, tired beyond human
measure; the war was not over, there was always war' My

listeners began to steal away; they must have understood'
I had dreameã, wê had always dreamed, of something like
this, ifr the nights at Auschwitz: of speaking and not
being Iistened to, of finding liberty and remaining
alone. (P. 22)
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Afterthoughts

I find it hard to create any kind of summary of the ideas in this

paper. One reason is that in many r^rays the ideas are extremely

open-ended. I am not yet the practitioner of moral education that

I would like to bê, and this lack of an understanding of moral

education as craft as opposed to theory makes any form of

conclusive statement rhetorical to the point of opacity.

Another difficulty with being able to conclude, to provide

closure both for myself and the reader, is that such an attempt is

a form of academic 1ie. In my own area of expertise, second

Ianguage teaching, I can state quite confidently that no method is

either more comprehensive or more effective than any other method.

The differences in methods only emerge in their relationship to the

individual instructors and students, and all the variables that

influence them. By the same token, in a much more difficult to

isolate area aS moral education, we can be sure that only a fool

would gamble on the one approach, or the last word. I hesitate to

sum up, because I fear it would indicate that I have made such a

wager.

I have reservations about many of the specific ideas in this

paper. For example, although I have stated my conviction that a

democratic system of government is the rnost able to create a moral

society, I have since read a book dealing with the economic reform

in the Pacific rim and comparing it to the political reform of the

countries that made up the U.S.S.R. The author'S point is simple:

[¡Jho, of eÍther Den Xao-Peng or Mikhail Gorbachev tras done more to
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improve the quality of life of the people of his nation? hlhereas

Russia is swiftly becoming a immense and terrifying chaos, China is

well underway to achieving an economic miracle equivalent to that

of Japan and South Korea, and the people of China, which once was

one of the most calamitous developing nations on the planet, are

beginning to be abte to reap the benefits that this economic reform

implies. It is very hard to argue against the change from not

knowing whether one will have food the next day, to at least having

that surety guaranteed. It Seems plainly obvious to me that

political reform without economic reform is an invitation to a

nightmare, and therefore a working democracy can only be

established in a community that possesses a least a certain set

minimum quality of life.

Morality can become confusing when one deals with individual

human suffering. t¡louId any of Kohlberg's Stage Six individuals not

suborn themselves to a lower stage of judgement-making if it could

ease the burden of life for another human being? I cannot help but

feel the US media's adulation of the Philippines' Corazon Aquino

and other popular democratic leaders of developing nations takes

tittle account of the incredible suffering these reform politicians

inflict (atbeit unintentionally) on their populaces simply because

they have the naive conviction that democracy is a panacea. If I

am guitty of trying to convince the reader of the same in this

paper then I have made a grave error.

Another doubt, and one that will affect any moral educator, is

the right of self-determination for the young (or for any dependant
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group). hlhen does one group have the right to sêy, "you should

behave ín this fashion, " to another? The problem is a confllct of

real and ideal worlds. "As J.F. Stephen observed, 'Lf children

were regarded by law as the equal of adults, the result would be

somethíng infinitely worse than barbarism. It would involve a

degree of cruelty to the young which can hardly be realised even in

imagination.'n (Schrag. 1977. p.L74.). To all.ow children the

samê status of moral decision-making and moral responsibility as

adults would be to expose an entire block of our population to

abuse and manipulation. hle beLleve that we have to preserve some

basic assumptions of authority, of guidance, becðuse the world is

real and capable of inflicting pain, especially on those who are

smaller, weaker, Iess experienced. But even as we believe that

this is the rlght decision, there is always the nagging doubt that

by rejecting ãn impossible Ídeal, wê might also be rejecting a

possible one.

Convictions, passion, these are sparks that burn hot, but

often not for great duration. My own challenge is to maintaÍn my

beliefs regarding the essentÍal need for a moral component to all

education even when I am most distracted by the practical. by the

t¡ere-and-noh¡ of what I do. So much of teaching consists in

modifying what one does in response to the students, and it Ís very

difficutt to teach with overriding principles (for those that do,

these principles usually take such forms ðs, 'always give a

spelling test on a Friday, '). For a}l of the theory that floats

around it, the reality of teaching 1s a craft dominated by

a
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practical concêrns. How else can it be, when its participants and

material are human beings?

Iû studying the ancient Greeks, I have learned that it is

possible to have a society concerned with morality, that it 1s

possible to look upon morality in a philosoPhfcal, ês opposed to

prurient or rule-governed dimenslon. I have learned lt is possible

to evaluate ourselves and our constructs usÍng a criteria

determined by constantly asking the question, how should we live?

From Lawrence Kohlberg I have learned that there is a valid

need for at least maintaining a perspective on the moral component

of education. I have also gained inspÍration to pursue the means

to incorporate moral education into my own teaching practlce.

Kohlberg's tife is something of a romantÍc modet for teachers,

being fult of eccentricity, adventure and non-conformism, as well

aS re jection, heroism, and sacrif íce. lá¡ithout wanting to

trivial.lze his suicide as a post-modernist special effect, I thínk

it can be seen partly as a sÍgnifíer that behind the great

certaínty of the theorists and researchers with their data, books,

and grants, remain doubts that remind us that we all share a

lifelong confrontation with the sane enigma, the worLd. To attempt

to unravel this enigma is always to take a personal risk. Solomon,

who knew, said, "Hê that increaseth knowledge, Íncreaseth sorrow. "
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LEVEL A.
PRECONVENTIONAL

SocialSt¿qe One
The stage of
punishment &

obedience

Right is literalobedience to rules &

authoriÇ, avoiriing punishment, & not

doing ph¡æicalharm,
1. Avoid breaking rules' obeY for

obedience'sake. & avoid ph¡rsical

damage to p'eoPle & ProPertY
2. The rationale for the above is to

avoid punishment & the suPerior
r of authorities

Egocentric. Does not considet the

interests of others, & doesnt relate

points of view. Judgment in

terms of Ph¡rsical rather thân

psycholog ical consequences'
perspective is conlused

one's cntln
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Two
stic. ls aware that

e stage of Right is serving one's ou/n or othê/s Concrete individuali

instrumental Purpöse needs & making lair deals in terms

st concrete exchange
l. Follow rules when it is to one's

immediate interesl. Acl to meet one's

own interests, & let others do same.

Right is what is lair.

have needs. SeParates ovvn

& needs from those of authoritY'

lntegrates or resolves conflicts of

¡nteresl through faírness in exchange

distribution

The rationale is to serue one's cn vn

needs or interests while recogntztng

sthers have their needs too.

LEVEL B.

e Three Social

stage of mutual Righl is PlaYing a'good' role, being individual as related lo other

inlerpersonal
expeetations,
relationships, &

concemed about others & their individuals. Awareness of shared

leelings, agreements, &ings, keePing loYaltY & trust, &

being molivated to Íollou¡ rules &

êxpectations
1. Live uP to exPectations held bY

people close to one' or what general

expec'tations ol'good' son. daughter'

brother, sister etc.

2. The rationale is the need to be

The virlue of
oneself in thè othe/s shoes.'

in one's cn /n ryês & those of

others, & the tc of the Golden Ru le.

Four Content

The stage of social
slrstem & conscience
maintenanoe

Right t3 doing one's social duty personal outlook ts differentiated

upholding the social order' &

maintaining social welfare.
1. Fulfill one's sõcial duties. Laws are

upheld except when they conflicl with

from the societal One has to u¡ork

tn the definitions of thè sytÞm.
lndividual relations are considered

obligations.
2. The rationale is to keeP the

institution going as awhole'
Understend the consequences of

irresponsibi

in terms ol in the
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Note:This is taken {rom chazan (1985). lt is the 1981 revision ol Kohlberg's model

LEVEL B/C/
TRANSIT¡ONAL SocialPercPeaive

Choice is personal& subjective,

based on emotions. Consciencs &

moralitv are s€en es relative.

The individual stands outside his/her

or,rrn society, & makes decisions
without generalized contrac{ with

society. One Picks & chooses
individual obligations.

LEVEL C.
POSTCOT.lvENTIONAL

SocialStase Five Gontent
The stage of prior rights

& social contract
Right is upholding the basic rights
of a society, er¡en when they conflict
with laws & rules.
1 . People hold a varietY of values &

opíníons, & these are relative to the
group. These must be uPheld, in

interesB ol the social contracl.

Some rights, hotever, such as the
right to lile, are b be upheld no

matter what the group determination
is.
2. The rationale is that one has made

a social cÐntracl to abide by the lauæ

thê good olthe whole. FamilY

ties & friendships are also equally
bind

is ân awareness of values &

rights that exist Prior to social

contracts. These two persPeclives

are integrated through mechanisms

of agreement & ímPartialitY,

One recognizes the conflict between

the moral & the legal Point olview
& finds it ditficu It to reconcile them

alSix
All social anangèments are based

moral
The stage of Universal
EthicalPrin

Guidance for moral behavior is

on principles common to all mankind

1. ln general, laws are uPheld

because they are based uPon

universal principles. When they are

not. one ac{s in accordance þ the

principle, notthe law. Principles

include iustice, equalitY of human

rights, & resPect for hurnans as

individuals. These principles ere not

only supported generallY, but are
also followed in speciflc decisions.

2. The rationale is that one sees the

validity of universal principles, &

based

ûo them
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